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Retiree Council
Report to CSAF
The AF Retiree Council was able to
forward a report of major retiree issues
to the CSAF. The report included:
(1) Survivor Benefit Plan (SBP)
Annuity and Dependency and
Indemnity Compensation (DIC) Offset
- Law requires dollar-for-dollar
reduction in SBP payments when the
widow/widower qualifies for DIC from
the VA
- HR 1594 and S979, 2015-2016, to
repeal the SBP/DIC Offset is pending
- Recommendation: Request CSAF
continue to support efforts to end the
SBP/DIC offset
(2) Paid-up SBP at age 67 - SBP
costs terminate once a retiree remits
premiums for 360 months and reaches
age 70
- Members retiring prior to age 40 pay
additional premiums until meeting the
age requirement
- Recommendation: Request CSAF
continue to support efforts to remove the
age requirement and require each retiree
to remit 360, payments to be considered
paid-up
(3) Full Pay for Month Death
- DFAS, by law, recovers all retired
pay due a military retiree for the month
of his/her death creating unnecessary
hardship for survivors
- Recommendation: Request CSAF
continue supporting legislative efforts
to pass the Forgiveness Act
(4) Cost of Living Allowance
(COLA) Commitments
COLAs
protect
earned
compensation value
- Periodic legislative proposals seek to
cap annual COLAs or to depress the
Consumer Price Index
- Recommendation: CSAF appeal
COLA reduction proposals to protect
retiree and survivor pay
(5) Mail Delivery of Afterburner,
Newsletter for Retired Personnel
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computer access
(6) Indefinite ID Cards for Spouses
who Reach Age 65
- DoD policy states indefinite ID
cards for spouses are provided at age 75
- 2012 review of a change in age
requirement (65 vs 75) was denied;
however, a change was implemented to
allow a 65 year old spouse to obtain ID
cards in 5 year increments (vs 4 year)

until reaching age 75
- Recommendation: Request AF/A1
support a joint effort to ask Defense
Human Resource Activity and Defense
Manpower Data Center to review the
indefinite ID card issuance policy for
retiree spouses. This issue was
presented by the Army Retiree Council
in their 2015 Chief of Staff, Army
(CSA) report.
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Webmaster Needed for Ark-La-Tex Chapter
Our Ark-La-Tex chapter is seeking an
individual interested in volunteering to be
our next chapter webmaster.
Do you have a talent for managing and
maintaining a web page? Do you have a
few moments each month to help maintain our award-winning website?
Visit arklatexmoaa.org and take a look.
We need your help and support in maintaining the site and continuing our long
tradition of excellence in communication.
Please contact us by sending email to: pyssler@us.af.mil or call Col. (Ret.) Steve
MLDilda66@gmail.com or steven.de- dePyssler at (318) 456-5976.

Retiree Deaths 2015
256 Retirees
and 23 spouses
passed in 2015
Important – Change of address - Please read!!!
1. Post Office is supposed to send us your change of
address but they do not.
2. You must send us any change of address otherwise
you will not get our newspaper.
3. Send change of address to:
MOAA
PO Box 134
Barksdale AFB, LA
71110-0134

RETIREE OFFICE
801 Kenney Avenue, Room 1301
Barksdale AFB, LA 71110
318-456-5976 • 318-456-4480 • Fax 318-456-3520
RAO@barksdale.af.mil / website “raobafb.com”

Barksdale AFB
Base info- 318-456-2252

Director-Col. Steve dePyssler

Barksdale AFB Casualty Affairs
Selina Lyle 318-456-2212

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Advise us when you have a change of address.
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Active Duty Changes Reader Survey on Local chapter scholarship deadline
Maternity Leave
15 April, last chance for applications
The Defense Department is increasing
MOAA
Newsaper
military maternity leave and instituting
Chapter members, if you have a child,
The deadline for submitting comother changes in an effort to support
military families, improve retention and
strengthen the force of the future. Women
across the joint force can now take 12
weeks of fully paid maternity leave.
Child Care
The Defense Department is increasing
child care access to 14 hours of the day
across the force.
Staying at base longer
When the needs of the force permit,
commanders will be empowered to make
reasonable accommodations to allow
service members to remain at their current
base in exchange for an additional service
obligation.
Military members might want to stay at
their current location for a variety of
family-related reasons, such as wanting to
remain near relatives, be close to a medical
facility that specializes in care needed for
a child with a medical condition, or have a
child finish out the same high school.
Freezing sperm or eggs
The military asks its men and women to
make incomparable sacrifices, potentially
putting them in situations where they could
suffer injuries that would prevent them
from having children in the future.
Taking into account the tremendous
sacrifices military members make, the
Defense Department will cover the cost of
freezing sperm or eggs through a pilot
program for active duty service members.
The department also is looking at how
it can provide reproductive technologies
like IVF to a wider population, he said.
Currently, DoD provides reduced-cost
treatment at six locations.

200 survey letters
were mailed to
subscribers.
57 replied,
here are the results
on a scale of 1-10
with 10 being best:
Rating
7
8
9
10

Votes
3
13
10
32

grandchild or great-grandchild graduating from high school this year with an
impressive record of academic achievement and leadership they may qualify for
a chapter academic scholarship worth
up to $2,000 or more. The Ark-La-Tex
Chapter will award over $20,000 in academic excellence scholarships to graduating high school seniors, class of 2016,
who will enter a college program in the
fall of 2016. Four leadership scholarships worth a minimum of $1,000 each
are available to JROTC cadets from the
local area who will enter an ROTC program or military academy this fall. Leadership scholarship applications may be
obtained from your Junior ROTC instructor. All scholarship applications are
evaluated on academic performance,
leadership in school and community activities, earned honors and a required
essay.

pleted scholarship applications is
Wednesday, April 15, 2016. Applications received after that date will not be
considered. Scholarship applicants will
be notified of the Scholarship Committee’s selections by May 1, 2016. Scholarship recipients, along with two
guests, will be invited to the chapter’s
scholarship dinner at the Barksdale
Club, Barksdale AFB, LA in June,
2016.
Contact Scholarship Chairman
George
Finck
at
e-mail
gfincksr@gmail.com or call at (318)
965-4124 to request a scholarship application or to receive more information about the chapter’s scholarship
program. Scholarship information is
also available on the chapter website.
Don’t miss this opportunity to take advantage of a benefit available to chapter members.

Volunteers needed for Barksdale AFB Pharmacies
The pharmacy is expanding and the 2nd MDG is
requesting volunteers. Volunteers will help pass out
prescriptions, work at the drive-thru pharmacy and
stock shelves. For more info, click here, contact
Ms. Sakineh Reed or Mrs. Julie Reeves at 456-8348
or email MSgt Regie Alejandro at
regie.alejandro@us.af.mil.

Information about this publication
Published by Ark-La-Tex Chapter of MOAA. “Military Officers Association of America, Ark-La-Tex Chapter Newsletter” is published to inform members and family members of
changes in legislation, defense policies and other matters affecting their military rights, benefits and obligations. It also contains information about Barksdale AFB and the local retiree
community. While every effort is made to verify information in this publication, we can’t guarantee the accuracy of information furnished by outside agencies.
Everything advertised in this publication shall be made available for purchase, use or patronage without regard to race, religion, sex, national origin, age, marital status, physical
handicap, political affiliation, or any other nonmerit factor of the purchaser, user or patron. Advertising inquiries should be directed to: Col. Steve dePyssler at 318-456-5976 or email to
rao@us.af.mil.
FAIR USE NOTICE
This newsletter may contain copyrighted material the use of which has not always been specifically authorized by the copyright owner. We arc making such material available in
an effort to advance understanding of veterans' issues. We believe this constitutes a 'fair use' or any such copyrighted material as provided for in section 107 of the US Copyright Law.
In accordance with Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107, the material in this newsletter is distributed without profit to those who have expressed an interest in receiving the included information
fur educating themselves on veteran issues so they can better communicate with their legislators on issues affecting them. For more information go to: http://www.law.cornell.edu/
uscode/17/107.shtml.
USPS No. 11960
“The Military Officer”
Editorial and Publication
Published each month at 801 Kenney Ave. Rm#1301,
BAFB, LA 71110
Periodicals Postage paid at
Bossier City, LA. 71111
Postmaster:
Send address changes to: Ark-La-Tex Chapter MOAA
P.O. Box 134, Barksdale AFB, LA 71110-0134

Membership in the ArklaTex Chapter MOAA with $20 annual dues
includes $3 Dues and $17 subscription price to The Military Officer
Advertising rates will be furnished upon request.
The advertiser shall defend and indemnify and hold harmless
The Military Officers Association of America, Ark-La-Tex Chapter
against any claim of liability or loss asserted or established against
it by reasons of the publication of any advertisement or any part
thereof submitted by or published at the direction of the advertiser.
For questions about advertising, call (318) 456-5976.
For questions about membership information, call (318) 456-4480.
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On the need to reform the
Veterans’ Appeals Process
Last week I presented to the Senate
Veterans Affairs’ Committee the way
forward for the important transformation
of the Department of Veterans Affairswhat we call MyVA. We aim to improve
our care and services to all Veterans. In
order to do that, I made clear that we
would need Congress’ help in legislating
a fair, streamlined, and comprehensive
process for new appeals, as well as
providing much needed resources to
address the current pending inventory of
appeals. I look forward to working with all
stakeholders to design an appeals process
that better serves Veterans.
VA will need legislation and resourcing
to put in place a simplified appeals process
that enables the Department to resolve the
majority of our appeals in a reasonable
timeframe for Veterans.
The appeals process we currently have
set in law is failing Veterans-and
taxpayers. Decades worth of law and
policy layered upon each other have
become cumbersome and clunky. Most
importantly, it is now so antiquated that it
no longer serves Veterans well as many
find it confusing and are frustrated by the
endless process and the associated length
of time it can take to get an answer.
In 2012, VA made the commitment to
end the disability claims backlog. It took
too long for Veterans to receive a decision
on their claim. Our commitment has
resulted in transformational change. The
disability claims backlog has been driven
down to fewer than 82,000, from a peak
of 611,000 in March 2013. At the same
time, we have fully transitioned to a
paperless, electronic processing system,
eliminating 5,000 tons of paper a year.
Last year, we decided 1.4 million
disability compensation and pension
claims for Veterans and survivors - the

highest in VA history for a single year and
that comes on the heels on two previous
record-breaking years of productivity.
As VA has become more efficient in
claims processing, the volume of appeals
has increased proportionately. While it
remains true that 11-12 percent of Veterans
who receive a disability rating file for an
appeal, more processed claims means
more appeals. This is VA’s next challenge.
The current pending inventory of
appeals stands at more than 440,000 and
is estimated to grow rapidly. Right now,
Veterans who file an appeal wait an
average of three years for appeals to be
resolved by the Veterans Benefits
Administration (VBA), and an average of
five years for appeals that reach the Board
of Veterans Appeals’ (Board), with
thousands lasting much longer. That’s
unacceptable.
We are applying lessons learned from
the transformative change that allowed us
to reduce the disability claims backlog.
Like our work with the claims processing,
the appeals process will need changes in
people, process and technology.
Upgraded technology will make changes
to our mail system and paper records, and
incorporate some efficiencies in the way
appeals are managed and processed.
Retraining and increased staff will be
necessary. But they will not be enough.
We must also look critically at the many
steps in the current complex appeals
process used by VA and by Veterans and
their advocates to design a process that
better serves Veterans.
A new appeals process would provide
Veterans with the timely and fair appeals
decisions they deserve, and adequate
resourcing that permits the VBA and the
Board to address the growing inventory
of appeals.

TRICARE cataract coverage explained
Cataract removal is one of the most
common operations performed in the
United States. According to the National
Eye Institute, it also is one of the safest
and most effective types of surgery. In
about 90 percent of cases, people who
have cataract surgery have better vision
afterward. TRICARE covers cataract surgery and related supplies and services.
More specifically, TRICARE covers
the standard intraocular lens (IOL), a
fixed lens designed to target vision at a
single focal point. During cataract surgery, the natural clouded lens is removed
and then replaced by an IOL to become a
permanent part of your eye. This provides

good distance vision but patients typically need glasses for near and intermediate tasks such as reading and computer
use. TRICARE also covers one pair of
eyeglasses or contact lenses as a prosthetic device after each medically necessary cataract surgery where an IOL is
inserted.
If you would like a non-standard IOL
instead of a standard monofocal IOL, you
will be responsible for the difference in
the charges. For more information about
your covered vision services, contact
your regional contractor or visit the Eye
Surgery and Treatment page on the TRICARE website.

Chapter Scholarship Announcement
Ark-La-Tex Chapter scholarship applications are now available for children,
grandchildren, and great-grandchildren of chapter members in good standing (dues
current for 2015 & 2016). Applicants must be graduating high school students, class
of 2015, who will attend college in the fall of 2016. All scholarship applications will
be evaluated on academic performance, earned honors, leadership, and involvement
in school and community activities. Financial need is not a consideration.
The chapter will award a minimum of 16 academic scholarships with a value of
$20,000. Additional scholarships may be awarded depending on the generosity of
chapter members when making a contribution to the scholarship fund when paying
dues and additional funds donated for memorial or special designated scholarships.
The Chapter has a matching scholarship program that will match scholarship donations for designed scholarship up to $2,000. A donation of $500 will be matched by
the chapter to fund a $1,000 scholarship or a $1,000 donation will be matched by
the chapter to provide a $2,000 scholarship. For more information on matching
scholarships, contact scholarship chairman George Finck.
The deadline for submitting completed applications is April 15, 2016. Scholarship
selection results will be available after May 1, 2016. Scholarship applications may
be obtained by calling Scholarship Chairman George Finck at (318) 965-4124 or email at gfincksr@gmail.com. When requesting an application, provide the following
information: applicants full name, mailing address, and high school. Also provide
the name, rank, relationship and address of your Ark-La-Tex Chapter sponsor. Further scholarship information can be viewed at the chapter website at www.arklatexmoaa.org
Submitted by Lt. Col. George Finck, USAF, Retiree)

MOAA Heritage Society:
MOAA Transition Center
A message from Gen. Charles “Tony”
Robertson, Jr., Chairman of the MOAA
Board:
Did you know that only 2 of over 9,300
association members of the American Society of Association Executives (ASAE)
have ever won two Summit Awards, the
organization’s highest national honor?
Did you know that MOAA is one of
them? And did you know that both of
those Summit Awards were given to
MOAA for its seminal work in the area of
military family career transition?
Over the next four years, up to 200,000
service members will leave the militarymany involuntarily–every year. Their
families will experience varying levels of
financial stress during this transition
process often complicated by significant
levels of military spouse un- and underemployment. A recent survey produced
by MOAA and Syracuse University’s Institute for Veterans and Military Families
found that 30% of military spouses are
unemployed and 90% are underemployed.
The MOAA Transition Center was created over 40 years ago to offer transitioning military families a suite of programs
and services addressing the unique challenges associated with becoming civilian
employees. These new entrants to the
civilian job market may never have had a
career job interview or have had to negotiate a salary, select a health plan or manage a retirement account.

Each year, the MOAA Transition Center connects with over 17,000 currently
serving military members through a series
of career fairs (both live and virtual), innovative networking events, social media
and instructional webinars. For example,
last year, MOAA became the first organization ever to partner with the Smithsonian Air and Space Museum for a unique
career-networking event with over 500
participants. One employer, Atlas Airlines,
conducted 48 introductory meetings with
prospective candidates and invited all 48
back for second interviews. And the
MOAA LinkedIn page that offers regular
career transition advice from national subject matter experts has over 27,000 subscribers.
Many of us have experienced the challenge of re-entering the civilian workforce
following a successful military career, and
most of us understand firsthand the stress
it places on a family. The MOAA Transition Center is specifically designed to ease
that stress through education, networking
and mentorship by MOAA subject-matter
experts. Your MOAA Heritage Society
membership will provide critically needed
funding for this valuable program and play
a vital role in helping military families
navigate their unique transition journey.
That is one reason I became a gold
founding member of the society in 2015. I
encourage all MOAA members to learn
more about the society and consider becoming a founding member.
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Spring Veterans’ Job & Resource Fair
10 March 2016 | 12-4 p.m @ Bossier Civic Center
BOSSIER CITY – The fall Veterans’
Job and Resource Fair is set for Thursday, March 10 from 12 to 4 p.m. at the
Bossier Civic Center. The event is a
program of the Bossier Chamber of
Commerce, and sponsored by AEON
PEC, The Port of Caddo-Bossier,
Bossier Parish Community College,
City of Bossier City, Goodwill Industries of NWLA and Northwestern State
University. Veterans, active duty military members and their spouses are
welcome to attend the event.
This job fair marks the 11th military-related job fair for the Bossier

Chamber since 2011. Between 2011
and 2015, the job fairs have served
more than 600 veteran job seekers and
included over 150 business participants. In addition to aiding veterans’
employment search, the fairs also help
to share service programs that are offered to help meet the needs of those
who have served our country. The
Chamber’s job fairs provide an opportunity for businesses to identify experienced and highly motivated veterans
looking for work. This free service
helps to connect and transition the entire military family.

Bossier Parish Schools among
Top Gains School award winners
Step Forward, an organization
working to create a civic infrastructure that aligns and supports the
myriad efforts to drive excellence in
education locally, recognized those
who have improved outcomes for
children in north Louisiana during
their “Report to the Community” on
Feb. 10 at BHP Billiton.
Two Bossier Parish Schools were
recognized with Move the Needle
Awards as Top Gains Schools:
Benton High School, Mitch
Downey, principal
Meadowview Elementary, Dr.
Janice Williams, principal
“They are top gains schools because they’ve done great things,”
said Tom Daniels, chief academic
officer for Bossier Parish Schools.
Downey accepted his award, giving credit to “great teachers and a
community that values education.”
And, expect Meadowview to continue to make strides: “We’ve only

begun the fight at Meadowview,”
said Williams, “ to work as hard as
we can every day.”
Congratulations to all of the Move
the Needle Award Winners:
Caddo Parish Schools – Top
Gains Schools
Caddo Parish Magnet High
School – Michael Ilgenfritz, principal
Captain Shreve High School –
Ginger Gustavson, principal
Midway Elementary PK-3 – Marvin Rainey, principal
Southern University, Shreveport –
Increased enrollment ages 24 and
under
Community Catalyst Award,
Sandy Cimino, a member of the
Bossier Chamber of Commerce
Board of Directors
Change Maker Award – Mike
Silva, who volunteers to read at
Meadowview Elementary and Plantation Park

Caddo Parish Public Schools system highlights
12 Blue Ribbons Schools of Excellence - U.S. Department of Education
101 Nationally Board Certified Teachers
26 Nationally Board Certified Counselors
7 Nationally Board Certified Psychologists
61 Nationally Board Certified Speech Therapists
3 Nationally Board Certified Social Workers
1 Nationally Certified Educational Diagnostician
International Science Fair Winners
National Orchestra Festival Winners
Largest JROTC Unit in Nation
International Science Fair Winners
National Orchestra Festival Winners
Certificate of Excellence in Financial Reporting
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Factors that make ShreveportBossier a competitive market
Louisiana effectively provides a zero
corporate income tax environment for
items produced in Louisiana and exports
to other regions.
As of July 2009, Shreveport-Bossier’s
electricity, water, natural gas, machinery,
and equipment used by production
centers and manufacturers, are
effectively exempt from sales tax. That
means businesses can afford to invest in
the very best production equipment
without needless overhead increases.
Louisiana’s low number of unionized
workers and the ratio of worker skill-topay favors the businesses and
organizations seeking the best talent at
the most affordable rates.
Louisiana businesses have a plethora
of incentives from state, local and federal

levels, including many tax incentives
unique to the state and region.
Louisiana, as a right-to-work state,
allows business owners the flexibility to
select and retain the most productive
laborers .
Shreveport recently passed a
nondiscrimination clause to ensure all
businesses and their workers are
protected from intolerance, further
adding to the cultural and professional
value of the region.
With the completion of I-49 North,
and the projected completion of the 3132
expansion to the Port of Caddo, Bossier
will make the region a hub for east-west
and north-south travelers, and will
provide important shipping avenues for
manufacturers.

Shreveport’s unfair advantage
The Greater Shreveport Region has
been rated as one of the most affordable
places in the nation to operate a
business, consistently ranking 25
percent lowere that the national average
on th Moody’s Analytics cost of doing

business index. The region boasts
comparatively low energy costs,
competitive tax incentives, skilled,
affordable labor and inexpensive
transportation costs, making it one of the
most competitive regions in the nation.
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Best ways now to boost your Social Security
Since Congress voted last year to
end two Social Security loopholes,
many married couples have been
searching for other strategies to maximize their benefits.
For some couples, there still is time
to take advantage of the loopholes
which have boosted retirement income for many couples by tens of
thousands of dollars-before they disappear. And couples who already
started taking advantage of the loopholes can continue to do so. (go to
BottomLinePersonal.com/socialsecurity-loopholes-ending.)
For people who can’t start using the
loopholes before they disappear, here
are the best alternative strategies ...
Best option for most couples: The
spouse with the higher earnings history
postpones claiming benefits, while the
spouse with the lower earnings history
starts collecting benefits as early as age
62. Your level of Social Security benefits depends, in part, on your earnings
history and the age at which you start
collecting benefits. Postponing the start
of the higher earner’s benefits increases
the size of that spouse’s future monthly
benefits by 6% to 8% for each year of
postponement, up to age 70. (There is
no advantage to postponing the start of
benefits past 70.)
Whether it pays to do this depends in
part on how long the higher earner expects to live, making the choice difficult. But keep in mind that by
postponing the start of the higher
earner’s benefits, you also can increase
the amount that the spouse with the
lower earnings history ends up receiving – that’s because of “survivor benefits.” When one spouse dies, the
surviving spouse can, in effect, opt to
claim the deceased partner’s benefits.
Because of that option, delaying the
start of the higher earner’s benefits
until age 70 typically will produce the
highest total benefits for a married couple if either spouse lives to at least 83.
Based on actuarial tables, it’s likely that

for the typical married couple, if both
reach age 65, at least one will live past
90. (Be aware that benefits claimed before full retirement age are subject to a
Social Security earnings test, which
could reduce or even eliminate benefits
if the lower earner still is working and
earning $15,720 or more.)
Example: Say a husband is entitled
to monthly benefits of $2,000 if he
starts collecting at age 62…or around
$3,500 if he waits until age 70.* And
say he decides to start collecting at age
70 and dies at 80, so he receives just
$420,000 in total benefits, less than the
$432,000 he would have received if he
had started his benefits at age 62. But
his wife lives to 90, so the combined
benefits they receive from his account,
including her survivor benefits, total
$840,000—much more (a difference of
$168,000) than the $672,000 they
would have received if he had started
at age 62.
Meanwhile, the wife started collecting Social Security benefits at age 62
based on her own earnings history and
kept collecting those benefits until she
switched to survivor benefits. That
way, the couple receives at least some
benefits while waiting for the higher
earner to start collecting at age 70. (Of
course, if the wife had not earned much
at all, these benefits might be very
small. If her benefits are much less than
half the husband’s benefits, it might
make sense for the husband to start collecting before age 70—more on that
below.)
Possible alternative when the lower
earner has an extremely low earnings
history or no earnings history: Rather
than waiting until age 70, the higher
earner starts collecting benefits when
the lower earner reaches “full”
retirement age. One downside to waiting until age 70 to claim benefits, as the
husband in the previous example did,
is that under the new rules, the wife in
the example could not claim spousal
benefits based on the husband’s

Social Security Online statements
The Social Security Administration
reports that more than 22 million “My
Social Security” accounts have been created. With an account, you can see your

Social Security benefits statement online; it provides estimates for retirement,
disability and survivor benefits. Go to
www.social security.gov/mystatement.

Social Security faster processing
The Social Security Administration will
expedite disability claims for applicants
with severe medical conditions. The
agency lists 225 conditions for which the

expedited process applies. (You can find
the list at www.socialsecurity.gov/compassionateallowances.) These claims should
be decided within days, the agency says.

earnings unless the husband is collecting his benefits. (Under the old rules,
the husband could file for benefits to
allow his wife to claim spousal benefits, and then he could immediately
suspend his own benefits, allowing his
eventual monthly benefits to continue
to increase in size.)
The new barrier to claiming spousal
benefits is not a major problem if the
wife has a significant earnings history
of her own, but for couples where one
spouse earned virtually all the income,
it could mean that the low-earning
spouse loses out on substantial benefits
for many years. And be aware that although most Social Security benefits
increase in size for each month you
wait to claim them up to age 70,
spousal benefits stop increasing once
the spouse reaches what the government refers to as “full” retirement age,
which is 66 for people born between
1943 and 1954.
That means it might make sense for
the higher earner to start collecting his
benefits when the low earner reaches
full retirement age so that the low
earner can start collecting spousal benefits at that point.
Example: Say the husband is the
higher earner and is eligible to start collecting monthly benefits of $2,500
when he reaches full retirement age of
66…or $3,300 if he waits until age 70.
Say his wife, who is the same age, did
not have significant earned income during her working years. The husband
chooses to start collecting his benefits
at age 66…the wife starts collecting
spousal benefits at age 66…and both
live to 80. The couple receives a combined $630,000 versus just $594,000 if
they had waited until age 70 to start
collecting benefits.
However, in some cases, it might
make more sense for the high earner to
wait, possibly until age 70, even though
that means the low earner sacrifices
some spousal benefits. The correct
choice depends on such factors as
whether the couple has enough assets
to tide them over and their expectations
about their life spans. (If the high
earner is at least four years older than
the low earner, this is a nonissue—by
the time the low earner reaches full
retirement age, the high earner will
have started his benefits anyway.)
Example: Say the wife in the example above lives to 90 rather than 80. As
a result, the couple would have been
better off waiting until age 70 to start
collecting benefits, which would have

meant the couple earned a total of
$990,000 versus a total of $930,000 if
the husband started at age 66.
Possible alternative when both partners are in poor health: Claim benefits
as soon as possible. If health and/or
family history strongly suggest that
neither spouse is likely to live past
his/her early 80s, the best way to maximize total benefits is for both partners
to start their benefits as soon as possible, meaning at age 62 or immediately
if they already are past age 62.
IF YOU HAVE DEPENDENT
CHILDREN…
When a Social Security recipient has
children who are unmarried and not yet
18, each of those children might be eligible to receive dependent benefits
equal to as much as 50% of a parent’s
full retirement age benefit. But under
new rules that were part of legislation
passed by Congress last year, the child
can receive these “auxiliary” benefits
only if a parent is receiving his/her own
benefits. So the question is, should the
parent claim at age 62 or as soon as
possible after that to take advantage of
these auxiliary benefits…or postpone
benefits to age 70 based on considerations discussed above?
The answer depends in part on how
many auxiliary benefit payments the
family is likely to receive. If there is
one child in the household who is just
months away from 18 when the older
parent turns 62, it almost certainly isn’t
worth claiming early. But if there are
multiple children in the household who
will be eligible for benefits for many
years, it very often makes sense. (A
parent or other designated adult receives and controls the payments.)
Key details: The 18-year-old age
limit is extended to 19 and two months
if the child still is in high school. There
is no age limit if the child is disabled,
but the disability must have begun before age 22. If the child is younger than
16 and the spouse who is not starting
his/her own benefits is providing childcare, that spouse might be eligible to
receive a spousal benefit. This is possible even if the spouse is not yet old
enough to receive spousal benefits
under normal circumstances. (Dependent grandchildren also may be eligible
to qualify for dependent benefits, but
there are extensive rules that restrict
this eligibility.)
*Social Security amounts cited in
this article are based on current levels.
Actual benefits may increase each year
based on a measure of inflation.
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Older Americans need a raise!
If you’re enrolled in Social Security,
you’ve probably noticed by now that
Social Security benefits haven’t increased with inflation as they usually do
each January.
That’s because annual cost-of-living
adjustments (COLA) are based on the
way young, urban workers spend their
money-using the Consumer Price Index
for Urban Wage Earners And Clerical
Workers (CPI-W)-and low prices at the
fuel pumps drove their spending down
last year. But since older Americans
don’t tend to drive as much, they don’t
benefit the same from plunging gas
prices.
Social Security beneficiaries need a
raise!
According to the Bureau of Labor
statistics, seniors actually did experience inflation last year. Their data
shows that if the COLA were based on
the Consumer Price Index for the Elderly (CPI-E)-an inflation index that
tracks the spending patterns of only
those over age 62-seniors would have
received a 0.6 percent COLA this year,
not zero. While not much, the CPI-E
would be worth an extra $7.20 in
monthly benefits, which would compound over the course of a retirement.
The CPI-E is higher this year because
it puts a greater weight on expenses like
medical care, housing and prescription
drugs, which are on the rise. We asked
our members how this year’s zero
COLA would affect them, and we received countless replies about soaring
prescription drug prices, higher utility
costs, increased property taxes and other

Estate planning
all-in-one guide

major expenses. Since the CPI-E tracks
the inflation of these goods, it more accurately reflects the spending patterns of
seniors.
To lessen the negative impact of the
zero COLA lawmakers need to do two
key things:
First, to provide beneficiaries an emergency COLA. Rep. Alan Grayson’s (DFla.) Seniors Deserve a Raise Act (RR.
3761) would give seniors a 2.9 percent
COLA this year. Sen. Elizabeth Warren’s
(D-Maine) SAVE Benefits Act (S. 2251)
would give them a 3.9 percent COLA.
A modest emergency COLA would
give seniors much needed relief this year,
and we hope to see legislation passed as
soon as possible.
Second, to consider legislation that
would result in more accurate future
COLAs. Several bills before Congress
would accomplish this, including the
CPI-E Act (H.R. 3351), sponsored by
Rep. Mike Honda (D-Calif.). Grayson’s
proposed act would also base COLAs on
the index for the elderly whenever it
would result in a higher COLA than the
CPI-W.
Both bills would go a long way to ensure the retirement security seniors have
earned and deserve.
This year’s zero COLA will have a
devastating impact on the long-term adequacy of Social Security benefits for
seniors, and Congress must act swiftly
and responsibly to provide relief.

Attorney At Law

Assisting Retirees Since 1985

Long-term care
You can deduct more of your longterm-care premiums as a medical expense in 2016. Taxpayers 71 and older
can claim up to $4,870. seniors 61 to 70
can claim up to $3,900, while people 51
to 60 can deduct up to $1,460.

The American Institute for Economic
Research offers a publication that helps
devise a “master plan” to handle your estate if you become incapacitated or die.
If Something Should Happen includes
Want to try mindfulness? Try this for
worksheets to help pull together pertinent
information. Copies are $10; order one at 10 minutes a day initially, and work up
www.aier.org/bookstore, or call 888-528- from there:
• Sit quietly, close your eyes, and focus
1216.
on your breathing.
• Say a word such as “peace” or “one”
each time you exhale.
The Family Caregiver Alliance’s
• Don’t worry about thoughts that
“Family Care Navigator” helps families come to mind; come back to them later,
locate government, nonprofit and private and repeat your word. This helps bring
caregiver support programs. The online your attention back to the present. You
guide includes information on legal re- may only be able to sustain this for a few
sources and disease-specific organiza- moments as you begin, but with practice
tions. Find it at www.caregiver.org/ you’ll find yourself relaxing for longer
family-care-navigator.
periods.

Mindfulness
quick-start guide

Caregiving support

Patricia N. Miramon

• Probate • Estate Planning
• Wills • Powers of Attorney
• Trusts • Family Partnerships
http://www.patriciamiramon.com
pmiramon@patriciamiramon.com

3324 Line Avenue • Shreveport, LA 71104

(318) 869-0055
(888) 869-0055
(318) 865-4041 Fax
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Senior Care

Regina guided me into a store in
Baton Rouge to get some new running
shoes, and that transaction took longer
than it did for us to buy our last vehicle. Buying shoes these days is a lot
more complex than it use to be.
First, it is important to acknowledge that the shoes I ended up with
are called running shoes, but I don’t
run anymore. I went in looking for
some walking shoes, but the highly
trained experts there determined that
my feet are not designed for walking
shoes.
This was not just some nonchalant
neighborhood shoe store. These people were extremely serious about their
shoes. I was concerned that I might
have to get some kind of government
permit to walk in the shoes instead of
running in them.
When I was growing up, my
mother took me once a year to the
shoe store on Main Street in
Springhill, and Mr. Bryan stuck his
thumb on the shoe at the end of my
toes to determine if the shoes were a
perfect fit. I wish he had been with
me in Baton Rouge.
After I tried on a pair of shoes that
felt good and didn’t have any fuchsia
or chartreuse stripes, the sales person
asked me to stand on this high techlooking machine that would calculate
whether the shoes were right for my
feet.
Some lights flashed and numbers
popped up on different parts of the
contraption, and the technician said he
had suspected and the machine confirmed that I had in my feet a serious
condition called over-pronation. I
thought he was about to call 9-1-1.
He put my mind to rest, though,
with assurances that there were special inserts available at that very store
which would offset the ill effects of
my foot disorder. The inserts that he
talked me into buying were just
slightly more expensive than the
shoes.
I have played tennis, jogged and
walked for more than 50 years, wearing out countless pairs of shoes of
nearly every style and brand on the
market. I usually just picked them up
in sporting goods stores where the
clerks had never heard of over-pronation.
One of my tennis friends for
decades, Richard Johnson, was much

more particular about his shoes. The
only shoes he would wear for years
were a white leather Rod Laver style
with green trim and a flat sole.
They became hard to find, and he
would buy them by the case. He finally wore them all out and changed
to a different brand just a couple of
years ago. When he can’t get to a ball
now, he blames it on not having any
Rod Laver shoes.
We didn’t buy shoes very often
when I was a kid. Every year when
school started, my mother would take
me to Mr. Bryan’s shoe store to get
me a pair of brown leather shoes for
school and church and another pair of
white, high top Converse tennis shoes
for physical education classes and just
running around.
Mr. Bryan didn’t have one of those
sophisticated over-pronation machines in his store. All he had was
some shoe horns and one of those flat,
metal foot-shaped devices that you
would stand on to find out your shoe
size.
But he didn’t pay much attention to
foot sizes anyway. He would put a
shoe on your foot, press down with
his thumb on the end of the shoe to
decide if there was enough space for
your foot and declare that those shoes
were the right size.
My mother always told him to
leave a little more room for me to
grow into the shoes since I would not
be getting any new ones until the next
school year. So he would get me
some shoes that were a couple of sizes
too big and show me some ways to tie
them tight enough to keep them from
falling off.
When I got to high school and
started making a little money of my
own, I went to the store and got some
of those black and white wingtips that
were popular in the fifties.
My dad told me to take those “Fred
Astaire shoes” back to the store, but I
had worn them to school that day and
scuffed them up. I was not allowed to
shop at the shoe store anymore and
could only wear the wingtips if my
dad was at work and didn’t see them.
I order all of my tennis and walking
shoes online now and don’t plan to go
back to the store in Baton Rouge.
When the shoes come in, I press my
thumb on them at the end of my toes,
and they are good to go.

Whether you or someone you know is
a vibrant, active senior or a senior with
assistance needs, the Greater Shreveport
area offers services ans facilities that
have a myriad of senior-oriented
programs and events.
Caddo Council on Aging, Inc., in
Shreveport provides aging services,
information on financial aid and local
benefit programs in Louisiana for seniors
and their families. “Meals on Wheels” is
one of many services offered by the
Caddo Council on Aging, delivering five
meals per week to aid in feeding seniors
in our community who may otherwise
face hunger. This is a service that helps
seniors maintain independence even as
they face financial, physical or emotional
hardships. A yearly wellness check is
also provided with this service. To get
more information on resources and
services available call 318-676-7900 or
visit caddocoa.org.

Healthcare by country
A recent “Investor’s Business Daily”
article provided very interesting statistics
from a survey by the United Nations
International Health Organization.
Percentage (%) of men and women
who survived a cancer five years after
diagnosis:
U.S.
65%
England
46%
Canada
42%
% of patients diagnosed with diabetes
-received treatment within 6 months:
U.S.
93%
England
15%
Canada
43%
% of seniors needing hip replacement
who received it within six months:
U.S.
90%
England
15%
Canada
43%
% referred to a medical specialist who
see one within one month:
U.S.
77%
England
40%
Canada
43%
Number of MRI scanners (a prime
diagnostic tool) per million people:
U.S.
71
England
14
Canada
18
% of seniors (65+), with low income,
who are in “excellent health”:
U.S.
12%
England
2%
Canada
6%
And now... for the last statistic:
National Health Insurance?
U.S.
NO
England
YES
Canada
YES

Stand up, sit less
for better health
The message from experts is loud and
clear: Stand up, sit less, and move more.
We’ve all read warnings that sitting too
much is harmful. But here’s the flip side:
New research published in the European
Heart Journal shows that standing may
provide real and far-reaching health
advantages including lower glucose,
cholesterol, and triglycerides. Study data,
which monitored around 700 people
(average age 57 and 57 percent women)
for seven days, found health risks
increased with each additional two hours
of sitting. The findings also showed that
replacing two hours of sitting with
walking reduced body mass index and
waist
circumference.
“Heatthcare
providers, policy makers, and people in
general need to stand up for this.
Literally,” wrote Mayo Clinic physician
Francisco Lopez-Jimenez in an
accompanying editorial.

It’s time to have
your eyes checked
If you can’t remember the last time
you had an eye exam, and it’s been
longer than a year, you are overdue. Eye
exams are not just about vision. Doctors
can detect things like diabetes and high
cholesterol from annual eye exams, not
to mention eye diseases that have no
known symptoms, like glaucoma.
According to the American Academy
of Opthamology (AAO) glaucoma is a
leading cause of irreversible blindness in
the United States. It has no noticeable
symptoms in its early stages, and vision
loss progresses at such a gradual rate that
people affected by the condition are often
unaware of it until their sight has already
been compromised. The AAO advises
that the best defense against developing
glaucoma-related blindness is by having
routine, comprehensive eye exams.

Health care costs
Cost estimate. A couple, both aged 65,
can expect to spend an estimated
$245,000 on health care throughout
retirement, according to Fidelity
Investments’ annual health care cost
estimate. That figure is up from last
year’s estimate of $220,000. Fidelity says
the hike is attributed to longer life
expectancies and anticipated annual
increases for medical and prescription
expenses.
Editors note: Thank God for
TRICARE for life!

The Military Officer
PONDERINGS
By the Rev.
Doug de
Graffenried
Pastor at
First United
Methodist
Church

Sears has a brand of jeans known as
Toughskins. The knees are guaranteed
against holes. If a child breaks through
the knees, the jeans can be exchanged
for a new pair. No questions asked.
A certain north Alabama Sears customer would show up every year at
back-to-school time with holy-kneedToughskin jeans. Each year, for the
three years I worked in the children’s
department, she wanted a new pair of
jeans, always in a larger size.
The knees looked “cut.”
We didn’t argue with the nice lady,
because the Sears motto is, “Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.” I
think those years prepared me to be a
pastor. I have seen some stuff people
pull when they think they are “getting
away with it.” Jesus is watching!
I also saw moms buy clothes that
were a couple of sizes too big for a
child. Their mom mantra was, “they
will grow into it.” I know that child
caught hell from his classmates until he
or she “grew into” those clothes.
Of course, the mom in the first paragraph didn’t bother with growing into
stuff. She would simply slit the knees
and return the jeans for a larger size.
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Some of us still need to grow into our Christianity
I wonder how her children turned out.
What kind of lessons do kids learn from
parental shenanigans? Why do you think
certain behaviors both good and bad
“run in families?”
Did your mom buy clothes for you
that you needed to “grow into?”
Doesn’t it seem that the older you get,
the more likely you are to “grow out of”
something. I have my jeans lined up in
the closet sized from “diet success” to
“need to go back on that diet.” I have
three different sizes of jeans working
right now. It is amusing that the relaxed
fit jeans of a smaller size fit the same as
the normal style of the larger size. I am
certain that there is a systemic jeans-sizing conspiracy. Ego demands you purchase the smaller sized relaxed fit jeans!
I’m admiring the way the ancients
dressed. They all wore robes. Jesus and
the boys wore robes. The great sages of
ancient Greece and Rome wore robes.
David slew Goliath wearing a robe.
Moses parted the Red Sea and received
the Ten Commandments wearing a robe.
With robes you don’t need to worry
about how it fits. Throw the robe on and
go about your day. A robe is never the
wrong size.
Back to our story.
I once had a suit that I needed to
“grow into.” I don’t know why Mr. Madden thought I needed size 40 trousers on
my 36 inch waist, but that I what I ended
up with. Mr. Madden owned Madden’s
Clothing and he gave a new suit to every

new preacher who came to his church.
He said he was anticipating my girth
growth. The only solution to the suit size
was suspenders. My preaching suspenders were red and I looked good with
my coordinating red tie.
One Sunday, I was preaching on the
second coming of Jesus. I was not
wearing my pulpit robe at that church,
but was in my suit. As I was preaching
up a storm about the second coming,
my right suspender broke loose from
my trousers. You can’t preach with any
authority when you are about to have
the right side of your pants fall down.
The left side was hanging on for dear
life, but I didn’t know if that suspender
could handle the stress of holding up
those suit pants. I was having Jesus
and his angels returning to bring history to a conclusion and I needed my
pants to stay up to make my point. You
can’t preach forcefully when you are
holding up your pants with your right
hand.
I shortened the sermon and went
straight to the benediction. To date, it
is my only clothing malfunction.
Badly mismatched clothing doesn’t
count as a malfunction and is my fault
solely. My excuse is that too many
Sunday mornings I am dressing in the
dark!
I was thinking about this because I
am wearing suspenders again. When
my girth retreats to a smaller size, I
will retire the suspenders. So if you

We sometimes buy our clothes
bigger than we need so we have
room to grow into them, much
like our pursuit to “grow into”
Christlikeness so that we can be
more like Christ, said Pastor Doug
de Graffenried.
see me preaching and suddenly I am
making windmill motions with only
one hand, you know lightning has
struck twice!
Oh, back to what I was originally
going to ask you. Are you “growing
into” Christlikeness?

Federal long-term care insurance eases challenges of an aging population
The Federal Long-Term Care
Insurance Program is helping the
growing number of caregivers who are
facing the consequences of an aging U.S.
population. Today’s profile of the
average U.S. caregiver is familiar to
many people: a 49-year-old woman who
works outside the home and spends
nearly 20 hours per week providing
unpaid care to her mother for nearly five
years.
Many caregivers are absent from
work more often than their noncaregiving
counterparts,
missing
between eight and 12 workdays per year.
As caregiving duties intensify as agerelated and medical conditions worsen,
even more time at work may be lost.
Nearly 70 percent of people who provide
21 or more hours per week of hands-on
care report making accommodations in
their
work
schedules.
These
accommodations include arriving late or
leaving early and cutting back on hours,
as well as changing jobs or leaving the
workforce entirely.

In addition, the obligations faced by
working caregivers can take their toll in
other ways. Caregivers in every age
group score themselves lower in
emotional and physical health than their
non-caregiving colleagues, and the
deficits are especially pronounced for
working caregivers younger than 44.3,
Their reported anxiety, depression and
injuries result in an inability to
concentrate and produce greater conflict
with supervisors.
Program coverage is designed to
reimburse for long-term care services at
home or in a facility such as assisted
living, adult day care or a nursing center.
These services can lessen or eliminate an
individual’s reliance on a working
family member to provide hands-on
care.
Federally employed individuals or
retirees may also want to explore the
benefits of having their qualified
relatives apply for coverage as a way to
minimize their own future caregiving
obligations. The broad eligibility list

includes spouses and same-sex domestic
partners, parents and parents-in-law, and
adult children older than 18. Qualified
relatives can apply even if the employee
they are related to does not.
Most people have little experience
with long-term care decision-making.
It’s not something you learn about until
the need exists in your own family or
circle of friends, often when it’s an
emergency. The program’s care
coordination services offer enrollees
information and advice on long-term
care resources, such as local care
providers and relevant community
programs. Enrollees can get professional
input to help guide decision-making,
reduce uncertainty and lower stress.
To learn more about the FLTCIP’s
comprehensive benefits and features,
you can register for an upcoming
webinar or view on demand topics at
www.LTCFEDS.com/webinar.
For personalized assistance, call 800LTC-FEDS (800-582-3337) to speak
with a program consultant. They are

available to answer any questions and
can walk you step by step through the
plan design and application process.
(Courtesy of the FLTCI Program).
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First responders VFW Gold Medal awards

January 2016
Retiree Deaths
Name

Date of Death Service

George W. Hillyer

13-Dec-15

Edward S. Johnson

8-Aug-15

William M. Snow

Grade Age

Air Force COL
COL

94

2-Jan-16

Air Force COL

81

22-Oct-15

Air Force MSgt

77

Wesley L. Reeves

9-Jan-16

Air Force SMSgt

76

R.B. Elliott

6-Jan-16

Air Force SMSgt

87

Burton D. Pitts

12-Jan-16

Air Force SMSgt

79

Billy G. Cowan

5-Sep-15

Dale E. Jacks

14-Jan-16

Air Force SMSgt

85

David R. Henry

7 -Jan-16

Air Force TSgt

78

West C. Coleman

6-Jan-16

Army

SGT

87

Norman E. Hebert

17 -Jan-16

Army

CW2

68

Paul G. Schauwecker

26-Jan-16

Air Force

LTC

92

James L. McNeill

26-Jan-16

Air Force TSgt

59

Ralph A. Babb

Army

81

Army

SFC

Widow/Spouse Deaths
Name

Date of Death

Veteran

Dolores J. Moon

24-Dec-15

CMSgt Reagon Moon

Edna D. Steel

28-Nov-15

TSgt William R. Steel

Alice F. Craig

7-Jan-16

Maj Gen Thomas L. Craig

Margaret E. Robertson 1-Nov-15

Col Glenn L. Robertson

Helen F. Moak

24-Jan-16

CMSgt Rober L. Moak

Peggy J. White

26-Jan-16

SSgt Edwin H. White

Elizabeth Childress

22-Jan-16

CMSgt James R. Childress

Dorothy F. Gaw

16-Jan-16

Maj Duward K. Gaw

Doris O. Fields

3-Jan-16

Maj Bill R. Fields

Annie L. Hale

8-Oct-15

MSgt Billie M. Hale

Mary Ann DeMartino 31-Dec-15 CMSgt Raphael M. DeMartino

76

Pictured L-R Chairman Ken Koval VFW Post 5951, Lt. Bill Davis, Bossier
Sheriff Office and Bossier Parish Sheriff Julian Whittington. Not pictured,
Chief Keith Waldron, Bossier City Fire Dept. Emergency Medical Technician and Chief Jimmy Phillips, Firefighter, who were both awarded 2015
Gold Medal awards.

Each Veterans Of Foreign Wars
Post in Louisiana, annually submits
a First Responder for consideration
for the VFW Gold Medal Award of
the year in their field of expertise. In
the picture Lt. Bill Davis is receiving the VFW Gold Medal National
Law Enforcement award for 2015
and a National certificate from the

National Commander of the Veterans Of Foreign Wars.
All three top awards were
awarded to men in Bossier Parish.
These are highly skilled and motivated First Responders who serve
their community, working to make
Bossier Parish an ideal place to raise
a family.

Getting older
As I’ve aged, I’ve become kinder to
myself, and less critical of myself. I’ve
become my own friend.
I have seen too many dear friends
leave this world, too soon; before they
understood the great freedom that comes
with aging.
Whose business is it, if I choose to
read, or play, on the computer, until 4
AM, or sleep until noon? I will dance
with myself to those wonderful tunes of
the 50, 60 &70’s, and if I, at the same
time, wish to weep over a lostlove, I will.
I will walk the beach, in a swim suit
that is stretched over a bulging body, and
will dive into the waves, with abandon,
if I choose to, despite the pitying glances
from the jet set. They, too, will get old.
I know I am sometimes forgetful. But
there again, some of life is just as well
forgotten. And, I eventually remember
the important things.
Sure, over the years, my heart has
been broken. How can your heart not
break, when you lose a loved one, or
when a child suffers, or even when
somebody ‘s beloved pet gets hit by a

car? But, broken hearts are what give us
strength, and understanding, and
compassion. A heart never broken, is
pristine, and sterile, and will never know
the joy of being imperfect.
I am so blessed to have lived long
enough to have my hair turning gray,
and to have my youthful laughs be
forever etched into deep grooves on my
face. So many have never laughed, and
so many have died before their hair
could turn silver. As you get older, it is
easier to be positive. You care less about
what other people think. I don’t question
myself anymore. I’ve even earned the
right to be wrong. So, to answer your
question, I like being old. It has set me
free. I like the person I have become. I
am not going to live forever, but while I
am still here, I will not waste time
lamenting what could have been, or
worrying about what will be. And I shall
eat dessert every single day (if I feel like
it).
May our friendship never come apart,
especially when it’s straight from the
heart!
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With stroke, time
is of the essence
“Early recognition of symptoms is the
key if someone is experiencing a stroke,”
says Jonathan Davis, MD, of Pierremont
Cardiology. Early medical intervention
and arrival to the hospital for treatment
can limit or prevent damage caused by a
stroke, he says.
“Think FAST! Facial drooping, arm
weakness or numbness, slurred speech
and acting in a timely manner are essential to a good outcome,” Dr. Davis says.
As always, know your risk factors and
monitor them. Women tend to be at
higher risk for stroke than men, Dr. Davis
says. “Everyone should exercise regularly, control blood pressure and cholesterol, and work to prevent a stroke in
their future,” he advises.
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Debt isn’t always a four-letter word
A plan to reduce debt
Hanging on to some kinds of loans
makes more sense than paying them off.
A little bit of debt can be a good
thing. If you approach borrowing
strategically, you can eliminate higherinterest debt that may be weighing you
down, lock in low-interest loans and use
the extra cash to boost your investments
for retirement or contribute to an
emergency fund.
Now is a particularly good time to
scrutinize the debt side of your ledger.
Interest rates on most kinds of loans
should remain low even as the Federal
Reserve continues to target higher shortterm rates, which would increase
payments on many variablerate debtsnotably, most credit cards and homeequity lines of credit, as well as some
private student loans. Below, we’ve
arranged the most common types of debt
roughly in the order of payoff priority.
Generally, if you have a FICO credit
score of about 740 or 750 or higher,
you’ll qualify for the best rates on any
type of loan. But some lenders will offer
low rates to borrowers with scores closer
to 700.
Credit cards. Unless you’re milking a
0%-introductory-rate offer, there’s a
good chance that any credit card debt
you are carrying is costing you a bundle,

Automotive Best Sellers
These models topped the
sales charts in 2015.
Ford F-150
Chevrolet Silverado 1500
Toyota Camry
Toyota Corolla
Honda CR-V
Honda Accord
Honda Civic
Nissan Altima
Toyota RAV4
Ford Escape
SOURCE: Edmunds.com

Hottest Cars
These models had the fastest
turnover in December 2015.
Subaru XV Crosstrek
Mercedes-Benz GLC-Class
Toyota RAV4 Hybrid
Volkswagen Golf R
Subaru Outback
Toyota Tacoma
Toyota 4Runner
Honda Pilot
Lexus GX 460
Volkswagen Tiguan
SOURCE: Edmunds.com

making it a prime candidate for
accelerated payments. Interest payments
don’t qualify for a tax deduction (except
for those on expenses related to a
business), and the average rate on cards
that charge interest is 13.9%, according
to the Federal Reserve.
Explore ways to trim the rate, such as
transferring the balance to a homeequity
loan or line of credit, personal loan or a
new credit card. The Chase Slate card,
for example, charges no interest for the
first 15 months and levies no balancetransfer fee as long as you move the
money within 60 days of opening the
account. Whatever card you’re
considering, account for the annual fee
and any balance-transfer fee (typically
about 3% of the balance) before you
decide whether the move will be
worthwhile. If you have a limited-time
lowrate offer, make a plan to payoff as
much of the debt as possible before the
deal expires.
Another option: Ask your issuer to
lower the rate on your current card.
About two-thirds of customers who did
so were successful, according to a
recent CreditCards.com survey.
Auto loans. The average rate on a
four or five-year bank loan for a new
car was recently about 4%, according to
the Fed. But in 2015 through
November, nearly 10% of dealerfinanced car loans had 0% interest rates,
reports Edmunds.com, and Edmunds
expects such offers to continue for
“qualified” borrowers (often those with
a credit score of about 700 or higher).
If you nab a great deal on a car loan,
making minimum payments could be a
smart move. You can use the cash you
would have spent up front on the car for
savings or investments.

In theory, paying off debt is simple:
Look for options to refinance with more
favorable terms, and focus on paying
down balances with the highest interest
rates first. But debt is nearly as much a
psychological issue as a financial one.
For people who are prone to
overspending when they have access to
credit-the problem that puts many in
over their heads in the first place-tactics
such as transferring a high-interest credit
card balance to a lower-rate personal or
home-equity loan could backfire, miring
them deeper in debt if they continue
using credit cards.
To tailor a personal payoff strategy,
organize all your debts on a spreadsheet.
Then scruti nize your budget to find
areas where you can squeeze out extra
money to speed up payments on the
debts that are costing you the most.

How to find a missing will
Your mother told you many times
that she had a will. Unfortunately, she
didn’t tell you where she stored the
document, and now she’s gone. In the
absence of a will, the laws of your state
will determine who will get your
mother’s property.
If you have combed through your
mother’s files unsuccessfully, it’s
possible that she stored her will in a
safe-deposit box. Be aware, though,
that her bank may require you to obtain
a court order to open it. It’s worth
contacting your mother’s attorney, if
she had one, because some lawyers
keep wills on behalf of their clients.
Another place to check is the county
probate court (known as the surrogate

Automobiles with highest resale value
Category
Subcompact
Compact
Midsize
Full size
Sports car
Entry-level luxury
Luxury
Plug-in vehicle
Compact crossover
Midsize crossover
Large crossover
Luxury midsize crossover
Minivan
Source: Kelley Blue Book

(Watch out for prepayment penalties on
some home and car loans·) Experts say
that for some, reducing balances by size,
from smallest to largest, is more
effective than paying off high-interest
debt first because you’ll check off
individual debts more quickly, providing
the gratification and momentum you
need to see the plan to the end.
If you’re struggling to keep up with
payments, ask the lender about
programs that lower the interest rate or
monthly payments while keeping the
account in good standing· “They don’t
always offer those up front, so you have
to ask leading questions,” says Bruce
McClary, spokesman for the National
Foundation for Credit Counseling. The
NFCC (www.nfcc.org) can connect you
with agencies that offer free or low-cost
services to help you manage debt.

Model
Honda Fit
Subaru Impreza
Subaru Legacy
Toyota Avalon
Chevy Camaro LT
Lexus RC
Lexus GS
Tesla Model S
Jeep Wrangler
Toyota 4Runner
Chevy Tahoe
Lexus GX 460
Toyota Sienna

% of sticker after
3 yrs.
5 yrs.
53%
37%
57
43
54
39
46
32
61
49
58
38
51
36
48
23
64
54
67
60
54
42
64
46
52
38

court in some states). Although not
common, some state courts allow
individuals to file their wills with the
court for safekeeping, says Leanna
Hamill, an estateplanning lawyer in
Hingham, Mass.
If you find a copy of the will but not
the original, you’ll have to prove to the
probate court that the original wasn’t
revised or revoked. The court may
accept a copy if you can demonstrate
that the original was lost because of an
“intervening act,” such as a house fire
or burglary, says Chas Rampenthal,
general counsel for LegalZoom, an
online provider of legal documents.
Some states will accept a copy if you
testify that the original hasn’t been
found and provide evidence that no
other versions exist, says Howard
Krooks, a lawyer with Elder Law
Associates in Boca Raton, Fla.

Welfare vs Working
Last month, the Senate Budget
Committee reported that in fiscal year
2012, between food stamps, housing
support, child care, Medicaid and other
benefits, the average U.S. Household
below the poverty line received $168.00
a day in government support. What’s the
problem with that much support? Well,
the median household income in America
is just over $50,000, which averages out
to $137.13 a day.
To put it another way, being on welfare
now pays the equivalent of $30.00 an
hour for 40 hour week, while the average
iob pays $20.00 an hour.
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IRS 1095-B Health Insurance
If you did not get a 1095 from DFAS to prove you have health insurance you do
not need it. Just tell whoever does your taxes you have military TRICARE coverage.
All preparer does is check the box and no proof is necessary.

Entry to LA Veteran home
The Louisiana Veterans home has an admissions review team that screens all applicants to insure that they meet the criteria for admission. This team consist of the
Veterans Service Counselor, the Admissions Coordinator, the Director of Nursing,
the Pharmacy Coordinator, the CFO, the Medical Director, and the Administrator. A
decision is reached with available information as to appropriateness of placement,
the ability of the facility to meet the resident’s needs, and the determination of
whether the applicant poses any potential threat to himself or other Veterans. The
final determination is made by the Director of Nursing, the Medical Director, and
the Administrator.

Fewer and fewer military veterans
It seems that fewer Americans know how to react to military veterans, and that’s
because there are fewer veterans. Since the 1970s, the switch to an all-volunteer
armed force has greatly reduced the number of Americans who serve in the military.
Over 70% of Americans over age 55 served, or were related to someone who did;
that generation grew up with the draft. Today, only about 50% of Americans aged
30-49 served or ate related to someone who did, and for those aged 18-29, it’s less
than 30%. During World War II, over 9% of Americans were in the military, now
it’s less than 1 %. About 7% of Americans are veterans, in the next 20 years that
number will fall to 5%.

Medicare’s appeals process
First Level: You have 120 days after receiving your claim denial to file for
“redetermination,” which takes up to 60 days to get a decision.
Second Level: You have 180 days to file for “reconsideration,” which takes up
to 60 days.
Third Level: You have 60 days to file for a hearing before an administrative law
judge, who should take up to 90 days to rule.
Fourth Level: You have 60 days to appeal to a Medicare Appeals Council, which
can take 90 days to decide.
Fifth Level: You have 60 days to ask for a review by the federal district court
(for claims of at least $1,460).

Fact check on congressional pensions
Members of Congress do not receive
their full pay as a pension upon leaving
office. That’s the case whether they
served one term or several.
The basic eligibility for collecting a
pension is as follows, according to a June
report from the Congressional Research
Service, the nonpartisan research arm of
Congress:
CRS, June 13: Members of Congress
are eligible for a pension at the age of 62
if they have completed at least five years
of service. Members are eligible for a
pension at age 50 if they have completed
20 years of service, or at any age after
completing 25 years of service. The

Graveside gun salutes
Volleys fall victim to budget cuts
Facing the steep congressionally
ordered budget cuts known as
sequestration in 2013, the Air Force
scrambled to save
money. In June
2013, the Air
Force armounced it
was downsizing the
required funeral honors for
military retirees, bringing them in
line with those of other veterans.
The standard seven-person military
honors team - which usually
consisted of pallbearers, a firing
party and airmen to present the flag
to the family and sound “Taps” - was
cut to two airmen to present the flag
and sound “Taps.”
At the time, the Air Force said
that the change would save more
than $1 million, and that the twoperson team is the standard provided.
Outrage grows.
But the Air Force didn’t outright end
the three-volley salutes with its 2013
decision. It left it up to unit commanders
to decide whether they could afford to
support a full funeral detail. The 15th
Wing at Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam
in Hawaii, for example, continued to
provide a seven-person detail for
veterans’ funerals until the money ran
out late last year and it announced it was
discontinuing volleys. That’s when the
issue regained traction online, as angry
service members and veterans accused
the Air Force of disrespecting their
airmen.
James tries to quell the anger.
Air Force Secretary Deborah Lee
James weighed in on the controversy
Jan. 4. In a post on her official Facebook
page, James said she is “strongly
encouraging” commanders to team up
with veterans service organizations to
provide three-volley salutes at funerals.
She also said she’s asked her staff to
better clarify what kind of support is
available for veterans’ and retirees’
funerals, and share that information with
commanders across the service.

amount of the pension depends on years
of service and the average of the highest
three years of salary. By law, the starting
amount of a Member’s retirement
annuity may not exceed 80% of his or
her final salary.
That means that members of the
House of Representatives - who are up
for reelection every two years - would
not be able to collect pensions of any
amount if they only served one term.
U.S. senators, on the other hand, serve
It is essential for family members who
six-year terms and would be able to
collect pensions after one full term. But want military funeral honors to tell the futhe pensions wouldn’t be equal to their neral director, who can make the request
for them. The honors are not automatic.
full salaries.
The family should have access to the
veteran’s discharge papers (DD Form
214).
DoD policy is to provide a minimum of
a two-person uniformed detail, and one
service member must represent the veteran’s branch of service. The core ele-

Barksdale AFB Casualty Affairs
Selina Lyle 318-456-2212
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James also said that if a unit is unable
to provide more than two honor guards
to provide a gun volley, wing
commanders must be told prior to the
ceremony.
“We’re stretched thin, but this is a
priority,” James said. “We will continue
to honor all our veterans and the
sacrifices they have given for our
nation.”
Other options exist.
James also stressed that the gun salute
has not been entirely removed from vets’
funeral honors, Base commanders are
still allowed to field the full sevenperson
team if honor guard members are
available. If not, commanders or
veterans’ families can contact members
from veterans service organizations,
other retirees, or Reserve Officer
Training Corps units, as long as they are
willing to pay a statutory stipend.
“We encourage commanders to
provide more than the required two
persons whenever possible to ensure a
three-shot volley is done according to the
wishes of the family,” James said.
Barksdale AFB will continues 7-men
team for USAF Retirees and 2-man team
for USAF Non-retired.

Family must request Veteran Burial Honors
ments include playing taps, folding the
American flag and presenting the flag to
the family. The Department of Veterans
Affairs (VA) also offers other benefits,
such as headstones. For more information, visit the VA National Cemetery Administration website.
The Barksdale AFB honor guard has
10-men teams for Air Force Retiree funerals and 2-man teams for Air Force Veterans (not retired).
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Guns vs Cars Steps to stay independent Hardship in

896
Louisiana gun deaths in 2014

807
Louisiana vehicle deaths in 2014
Gun deaths outpaced vehicle fatalities
in the District of Columbia and 21 states,
including Louisiana.
Preventing firearm injuries
» Store guns in a securely locked case
out of kids’ reach. All firearms should be
stored unloaded and in the uncocked
position.
» Store ammunition in a separate place
and in a securely locked container.
» Keep keys where kids can’t find
them.
» Always use trigger locks or other
childproof devices. Make revolvers
childproof by attaching a padlock so that
the cylinder can’t be locked into place.
» Always practice gun safety, and be
sure to emphasize to kids that guns aren’t
toys and should never be played with.
» Teach kids not to touch guns and tell
an adult if they find one.
» Take a firearm safety course to learn
the safe and correct way to use your
firearm.
» Lock up gun-cleaning supplies,
which are often poisonous.

President’s Cabinet
who worked in
private business
The percentage of each past president’s cabinet who had worked in the private business sector prior to their
appointment to the cabinet.
Here are the percentages.
38% T. Roosevelt
40% Taft
52% Wilson
49% Harding
48% Coolidge
42% Hoover
50% F. D. Roosevelt
50% Truman
57% Eisenhower
30% Kennedy
47% Johnson
53% Nixon
42% Ford
32% Carter
56% Reagan
51% GH Bush
39% Clinton
55% GW Bush
8% Obama

when you live alone
Safety, socializing, and helpful
services enhance your ability to stay at
home longer.
Living alone in our older years can
be a challenge and a risk. There’s no
one in the house to call paramedics if
you get hurt, and there’s no one sitting
at the dinner table for conversation or
companionship. Isolation can lead to a
decline in thinking skills and to an
increased risk for depression.
While there are many tools to help
you reduce the risks of living alone,
implementing them may be easier said
than done. “The misconception is that
any acceptance of help is somehow the
beginning of a slippery slope into
dependence and losing control of your
life,” says Barbara Moscowitz, a
geriatric social worker at Harvardaffiliated Massachusetts General
Hospital. “We need to reframe what
will help us remain independent and
accept the tools to help us. Make a
choice to enhance your ability to live
alone. See assets and positives, not
signs of weakness.”
Safety first
One of the most important tools
when living alone is a safety alert
button, a waterproof device you wear
as a pendant or on your wrist that
alerts 911 at the touch of a button.
“This device must stay on your body
24 hours a day,” says Moscowitz. “It
won’t do any good on your nightstand
if you’ve fallen in the shower.” Prices
range from $25 to $50 per month,
depending on the system. Look for a
service that allows you to pay monthto-month and has no start-up fees.
Moscowitz also recommends having
an emergency supply kit to help you
through bad weather, electricity
outages, or times when you just can’t
get to a store. “Imagine that you’ll
need three days’ worth of supplies,
including food and water. Keep those
sup plies in a pantry, so you’ll have
them if you need them,” she says. And
to avoid running out of medications,
always refill prescriptions when you
have a week supply remaining.
Social connection
Being in contact with others is as
vital and important as your health
care. Moscowitz says it doesn’t have
to be a formal date or event. It can be
going to the mailroom, picking up
mail, and chatting with a neighbor for
five minutes. But, she stresses, “You
must talk to someone at least daily,

and get out of your house at least once
a week. Any less could have a
negative impact on your health and
well-being.”
Start by arranging a daily phone call
with a family member or friend, even
if you’re the one who calls. “It
stimulates your social juices, validates
your existence, and also acts as a
safety check,” says Moscowitz. For
activity, reach out to friends and
family, a church or synagogue, a
senior center, or a volunteering
opportunity. All of these offer social
connections that will be meaningful
and add richness to your life. But even
the simple of act of doing errands and
seeing others in person provides a
benefit.
Services
When you’re no longer able to drive
or manage once-routine activities such
as housecleaning or shopping, it’s time
to turn to convenience services. Take
advantage
of
grocery
stores,
pharmacies, and restaurants that
deliver to your neighborhood. Ask a
senior center, church, or even local
bus service about free or affordable
rides to take you to the store or the
doctor. You can also hire errand
services.
And when the activities of daily
living-such as bathing, dressing,
taking medication, and cookingbecome too difficult, you can hire
private-duty care. This usually comes
in two forms: a companion or a health
aide. Both are able to offer
homemaker services, such as light
housework,
cooking,
shopping,
overseeing medication routines, and
transportation. The difference is that a
licensed worker, such as a home health
aide, will also be trained in body
meclanics and able to prov ide handson physical care such as help bathing,
eating, brushing teeth, and using the
bathroom.
These services can be expensive,
but keep in mind that moving to
assisted living can also be costly.
Weigh the benefits of making the
investment for services at your own
home against moving to a senior living
environment. “But don’t make the
mistake of thinking you don’t need
any help,” says Moscowitz. “That may
land you in a facility faster than you
expected, without giving you the
control over where and when you want
to make the move to the next chapter.”

Louisiana
A groundbreaking study from the
United Way reveals 40 percent of
Louisiana households struggle to afford
basics. According to the report, more
than 695,000 households in the state nicknamed ALICE - can’t afford the
state’s cost of living. ALICE stands for
Asset Limited, Income Constrained,
Employed and refers to a group of
families and individuals who work hard
at low-paying jobs, have little or no
savings and are one disaster or
emergency away from falling into
poverty.
A total of 368,682 families in
Louisiana fall into the United Way
category of the ALICE population. That
population, combined with more than
320,000 families living in poverty,
means an estimated two out of every five
households are “walking a financial
tightrope and at risk of falling into a
financial crisis with one set back,”
according to a United Way Press release.
The 253-page United Way ALICE
Report resulted from months of research
and resourcing across almost a dozen of
the United Ways across the state. The
report provides parish-byparish data to
show how many households in each area
are struggling. Among the report’s
findings were:
• ALICE represents men and women,
young and old, of all races. More than 57
percent of the ALICE population is
white and 37 percent are within their
prime wage-earning years of 45 to 64
years old.
• The average income needed in order
to survive in Louisiana ranges from
$39,888 to $48,492 annually for a family
of four – in some cases double the
official U.S. poverty level.
• Eighty-five percent of Louisiana’s
parish subdivisions have more than 30
percent of households living on an
income below the ALICE threshold.
• Of the 12 cities with more than
12,000 households, all have more than
35 percent of households with income
below the ALICE threshold, and two
have more than 50 percent: Marrero and
Monroe.

Employed vs Welfare
These 11 states now have more people
on welfare than they do employed
California
New Mexico
Mississippi
Alabama
Illinois
Kentucky
Ohio
New York
Maine
South Carolina
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Take heart! Heart disease is preventable Your best defense against cancer
The leading cause of death in America
for both men and women is cardiovascular disease, says Jonathan Davis, MD, of
Pierremont Cardiology.
Knowing your risk factors and what
symptoms to watch for are ways to prevent heart disease and heart attack, Dr.
Davis says. “Keep up with family history, your blood pressure and cholesterol
count,” he adds.
Many of these risks can be identified
during routine office visits with your
doctor and simple blood tests, Dr. Davis
says.
Learning the signs and symptoms of a
heart attack is vital. “When experiencing
a heart attack, the most common symp-

tom in both men and women continues
to be the presence of chest discomfort,”
he explains.
Women’s symptoms frequently are the
same as men’s; however, some variations
do exist. Dr. Davis says women more
commonly have shortness of breath as a
predominant symptom, and they also develop heart disease at a later age than
men.
Exercising plus controlling risk factors decrease the likelihood of experiencing a heart attack, Dr. Davis says. “You
can dramatically reduce your risk by
knowing your numbers, exercising daily
and making healthy lifestyle decisions.”

Women are often too busy to worry
about their own health. With over 70,000
women in the U.S. being diagnosed with
gynecologic cancers this year, it should
be a priority for women to stay up to date
on exams and regular physician visits,
says Destin Black, MD, of Gynecologic
Oncology Associates.
“The most common types of gynecologic cancer are uterine, ovarian and cervical. Each one has different risk factors
and symptoms,” she says. It isn’t possible to prevent all types of gynecologic
cancers, but there are things you can do
to lower your risk.

Dr. Black affirms that early detection
is important because it allows for more
treatment options. “Knowing your body
and family history, making healthy
lifestyle choices and seeing your physician for regular Pap tests all help with
early detection and prevention.”
Gynecologic cancers come with warning signs, but those signs are often subtle.
Dr. Black says the Pap test only
screens for cervical cancer, so learn all
cancer symptoms and contact your
physician if you detect any of them.

Hepatitis C disease and the VA

Decoding the signs of unhealthy behaviors

Rep. Jeff Miller (R-Fla.), Chairman
of the House Veterans Affairs
Committee, has criticized the drug
company that makes the medicine that
cures Hepatitis C. According to an
article on Military.com, Miller accused
the company of price gouging.
“The medicine, called Sofosbuvir,
has already prompted Congress to add
an additional $2.7 billion to the
Veterans Affairs Department’s budget
in order to ‘prevent the department
from having to ration veterans’ access
to the drug,’ Rep. Jeff Miller, a
Republican from Florida, said in an ope
d
(http://www.cnn.com/2016/01/27/opini
ons/miller-gileaddrug-price/index.html)
posted Wednesday on CNN.com.”

It seems that everyone is on some
sort of diet these days, but how can you
tell when it has gone too far?
“Dieting is a combination of making
healthier food choices as well as staying
physically active by exercising,” says
Aneri Patel, MD, of Pines Road Family
Medicine. “An eating disorder consists
of eating habits that are detrimental to a
person’s overall physical and mental
health.”
Dr. Patel explains the three most
common eating disorders:
Anorexia nervosa is characterized by
weight loss that is more than healthy.
This disorder includes spending a lot of
time thinking about food, meals and
calories. “Patients constantly worry

A doctor’s tips for
keeping your mind
sharp as you age
As we age, our bodies and brains slow
down. We are less flexible, physically
and mentally. We take more time to
process information and our memory
changes, making it difficult at times to remember names, places or the right words
in a conversation.
April Patton, MD, of Family Medical
and Geriatric Center, says that while
there are traits that set Alzheimer’s apart
from what’s typical, there are a number
of factors that contribute to forgetfulness
and memory loss. “Everyday stress, nutritional imbalances and depression,
which is the biggest one,” she says.
Dr. Patton says getting plenty of rest,
eating balanced meals, remaining active
and working through brain activities such
as word puzzles help reduce forgetfulness and keep the mind strong.

Miller continued, “‘Gilead’s tonedeaf pricing strategy also fails to take
into account the fact that without the
Department of Veterans Affairs, the
drug at the center of this debate would
not even exist,’ Miller wrote,
‘Sofosbuvir was invented by a team led
by a VA doctor, who sold the company
that developed the drug to Gilead in
2012.”‘
This issue is an important one for
veterans, especially of the Vietnam War,
because there are at least 200,000
suffering with the Hepatitis C disease.
You can read the entire article here:
http://www.military.com/dailynews/2016/01/27 /pharma-companyprice-gouging-va-on-hepatitis-medicine
lawmaker.html.

about being overweight when in reality
they are well below their ideal range,”
she says.
Bulimia nervosa consists of episodes
of overeating followed by unhealthy behaviors to purge. The disorder includes
vigorous exercising, frequent use of
laxatives and even self-induced vomiting.
Binge eating involves consuming
large amounts of food for a prolonged
time. “This behavior stems from one’s
inability to control the urge to eat and
includes eating faster than normal and
feeling uncomfortably full, followed by
feelings of guilt,” Dr. Patel says.
Watch for these signs and get help if
needed.
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Area Colleges and Universities
Colleges and Universities
Louisiana State University-Shreveport
.........................................318-797-5000
Southern University
.........................................318-670-6000
Wiley College
.........................................318-629-1530
Louisiana Baptist School
.........................................318-686-2360
Louisiana Tech University - Barksdale
.........................................318-456-5005
Community and Technical Colleges
Bossier Parish Community College
.........................................318-678-6000
Louisiana Technical College
.........................................318-872-2243
Remington College - Shreveport
.........................................318-239-4309
Ayers Career College
.........................................318-868-3000
Virginia College
.........................................318-741-8020
University of Phoenix
.........................................318-678-6862
LSU Shreveport
800-229-5957
www.lsus·edu
Louisiana State University at
Shreveport
offers
nearly
40
undergraduate degree programs and a
dozen master’s degree programs to the
more than 4,500 student enrolled at the
region’s urban university. Located in the
Shreveport - Bossier metropolitan area,
LSUS works closely with local and
regional employers to develop programs
that will meet workforce needs. LSUS
Animation and Visual Effects Program
is a prime example of how the school
responds to emerging industry needs.
Shreveport- Bossier’s new status as
“Hollywood South” prompted LSUS to
create a degree program that would
produce the workers needed to sustain
North
Louisiana’s
emerging
entertainment and digital media sector.
Bossier Parish Community College
318-678-6000
www.bpcc.edu
The mission of Bossier Parish
Community College is to promote
attainment of educational goals within
the community and strengthen the
regional economy. BPCC receives
national accolades for its Cyber
Information Technology program. The
College also offers associate degrees
and certificate/technical diplomas in
high demand fields. Their programs in
allied health, physical therapy,
occupational therapy, technology,
engineering, mathematics, energy,
construction and industrial technologies
produce qualified and job ready
workers.

Centenary College
318-869-5011 •
www.centenary.edu
Centenary College is a
small, private liberal arts
and science school in
Shreveport, recognized as
one of the top colleges in
the South. Centenary boasts
22 majors in the arts and
sciences,
numerous
academic concentrations, a
variety of preprofessional
programs and two graduate
programs (MBA, MAT), Its
pre-med program has a
long and distinguished
history and has a medical
school acceptance rate of 93 percent.
LSU Health Shreveport
318-675-5000
www.lsuhscshreveport.edu
LSU Health Shreveport has Schools
of Medicine, Graduate Studies and
Allied Health Professions which
together offer an array of professional
degree programs and have 1,500
students and postdoctoral trainees. LSU
Health is the only medical school in
north Louisiana. Anchoring their
network of hospitals and clinics is
Louisiana’s major university referral
center - commonly referred to as the
LSU Medical Center or University
Hospital in Shreveport. LSUHSC
Shreveport is home to state-designated
Centers of Excellence including the
Feist - Weiller Cancer Center and a
Center of Excellence in Arthritis and
Rheumatology. On its main campus you
will also find an accredited Children’s
Hospital, a regional Burn Center and a
Level One Trauma Center.
Southern University at Shreveport
318-670-6000
www·susla·edu
Southern University at Shreveport is
a two-year campus of the historically
African-American Southern University
system. The Shreveport campus has an
enrollment of 2,800, offering more than
35 academic programs and 7 different
academic divisions. SUSLA is
accredited by the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools Commission on
Colleges. SULSA recently acquired a
new building in downtown Shreveport
to expand its popular Allied Health
Sciences and Nursing programs which
have seen exponential growth.
Northwestern State University
318-357-6011
www.nsula.edu
Northwestern State University is a
four-year public university primarily

situated in Natchitoches, Louisiana with
a nursing campus in Shreveport and
general campuses in Leesville/Fort Polk
and Alexandria. NSU offers 50 degree
programs to nearly 9,200 students at its
North Louisiana campuses, including
biology, business, education, nursing
and psychology degrees. NSU was the
first institution in Louisiana to gain 100
percent accreditation of all eligible
academic programs. That designation
shows that the academic programs at
NSU meet the highest standards set by
national accrediting agencies.
Northwest Louisiana
Technical College
318-676-7811
www.nwltc.edu
Northwest Louisiana Technical
College offers more than fifty technical
education programs at five campuses in
Many,
Mansfield,
Minden,
Natchitoches, and Shreveport. Popular
programs include auto mechanics, airconditioning/heating, auto mechanics,
nursing (LPN, Nurses Aides), carpentry,
construction and instrumentation
technology. These and many other
vocational and technical degree and
certificate programs produce skilled
workers for North Louisiana.
Louisiana Tech
318-257-2000
www.latech.edu
As
a
selective
admissions,
comprehensive public university,
Louisiana Tech is committed to quality
in teaching, research, creative activity,
public
service,
and
economic
development. Louisiana Tech maintains
as its highest priority the education and
development of its students in a
challenging, yet safe and supportive,
community of learners. Louisiana Tech
provides
a
technology-rich,
interdisciplinary teaching, learning and
research environment to ensure student
and faculty success.

Louisiana kids not
academically prepared
for college
Each year Louisiana’s high school
students take the ACT, a college
readiness assessment, that determines
whether they’re ready for college-level
classes in math, science, reading and
English.
State education officials say
students are more prepared for college
overall than ever before — based on
Louisiana’s 19.4 average composite
score — but data provided by ACT
indicates the state’s students are not
academically ready to make the
transition from high school to higher
education based on the group’s own
benchmarks in the four subject areas.
Of 49,082 students required to take the
assessment in 2015, just 16 percent
reached all four subject area benchmarks,
the main indicators for success in a
college classroom, according to ACT. All
graduating Louisiana students take the
test since legislation passed in 2013
requires them to do so.
More than half of Louisiana’s
graduating students tested reached the
benchmark for English, but students
reaching benchmarks in math and
science were 27 percent and 35 percent
reached the benchmark for reading.
Louisiana’s 2015 performance in
math is 15 percentage points below the
national average.
The Louisiana Department of
Education (LDOE) has several
strategies in place to promote college
readiness including easier access to
Advanced Placement courses, college
credit
opportunities
and
test
preparation courses.
Local school districts say they take
multiple measures to make sure their
students are college-ready.
School districts receive funding
from the states Supplemental Course
Allocation, which they can use to
address student priorities, including
enhancement services for students with
disabilities, remediation services for
students struggling to graduate on time,
extra courses to make students TOPSeligible, courses that allow students to
graduate with Jump Start career
diplomas and dual enrollment courses.
According to ACT’s readiness
report, in order to produce collegeready students, the state needs more
early childhood education programs,
more rigorous coursework, more
students enrolled in higher standard
core curriculum classes and more data
driven systems of learning.
Bossier schools offer ACT Prep
classes at every high school during the
school day and trains teachers to
incorporate ACT skills in their content
areas.
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TRICARE® COSTS AND FEES

For the most up-to-date costs, visit www.tricare.mil/costs.
To learn more about each TRICARE program option and which
is right for you, visit www.tricare.mil/planﬁnder.

TRICARE Prime®

TRICARE Standard® and TRICARE Extra

Includes TRICARE Prime, TRICARE Prime Remote,
the US Family Health Plan (USFHP), TRICARE
Overseas Program (TOP) Prime, and TOP Prime
Remote. Note: Active duty service members (ADSMs)
are not eligible for the USFHP.

Includes TRICARE Standard and TRICARE Extra, TRICARE
Reserve Select (TRS), TRICARE Retired Reserve (TRR), and
TOP Standard. TRICARE Extra is not available overseas.

Beneﬁciary category
ADFMs
Pay grades E-4 and below
and TRS
Pay grades E-5 and above
members
Retirees, their families, TRR
members, and all others

Retirees, their families, and others per FY (October 1–
September 30): $282.60 per individual/$565.20 per family

Preventive

$0

Emergency

$30 per visit

Outpatient surgery

$25 per visit

Outpatient mental health

$25 (individual visit) or
$17 (group visit)

Inpatient mental health

$40 per day

Individual

Family

$50

$100

$150

$300

$150

$300

TRICARE Young Adult (TYA) for CY 2016
Monthly premium rate:
TYA Prime: $306/TYA Standard: $228
Other costs:
TYA Prime: same as for TRICARE Prime;
TYA Standard: same as for TRICARE
Standard and TRICARE Extra

TRS and TRR members pay monthly premiums.

ADSMs, ADFMs, and transitional survivors
Covered service
Cost
All covered services
$0
Retirees, their families, and all others
Covered service
Cost
$11 per day
($25 minimum charge)

Retirees, their families, TRR, and all others:
$3,000 per family

Monthly Premiums for Calendar Year (CY) 2016

Health Care Costs: TRICARE Prime Options

Inpatient (hospitalization)

ADFMs and TRS: $1,000 per family

You must meet a deductible before TRICARE cost-sharing begins.

ADSMs, active duty family members (ADFMs), and
transitional survivors (surviving spouses during the
ﬁrst three years and surviving dependent children)
worldwide: no annual enrollment fee

$12

Catastrophic Cap Per FY

Annual Deductible

Annual Enrollment Fees: Fiscal Year (FY) 2016

Outpatient
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Program option
TRS

Member only

Member and family

$47.90

$210.83

TRR

$388.79

$957.44

Continued Health Care Beneﬁt
Program for FY 2016
Quarterly premium rate:
$1,300 per individual/$2,925 per family

Health Care Costs: TRICARE Extra and TRICARE Standard Options

Point-of-Service Option
When you see a TRICARE-authorized provider other
than your primary care manager for any nonemergency
services without a referral, you pay:

Covered service
• Outpatient
• Preventive (except those
preventive services that
are free of cost)
• Emergency
• Outpatient mental health
Inpatient (hospitalization)

ADFMs and TRS
TRICARE Extra: 15% after the
annual deductible is met
TRICARE Standard: 20% after
the annual deductible is met

Retirees, their families, TRR, and all others
TRICARE Extra: 20% after the annual deductible is met
TRICARE Standard: 25% after the annual deductible is met

All: $18 per day
($25 minimum charge)

TRICARE Extra: $250 per day or 25% of billed charges for
institutional services, whichever is less, plus 20% cost-share
for separately billed services
TRICARE Standard: $810 per day or 25% of billed charges
for institutional services, whichever is less, plus 25% cost-share
for separately billed services

Outpatient surgery

All: $25

TRICARE Extra: 20% after the annual deductible is met
TRICARE Standard: 25% after the annual deductible is met

Inpatient mental health

Visit www.tricare.mil/costs

• An annual deductible before TRICARE cost-sharing
begins: $300 per individual/$600 per family
• For services beyond this deductible, you pay:
50% of the TRICARE-allowable charge
• These costs do not apply to the catastrophic cap

November 2015

TRICARE Pharmacy Program Costs (February 1, 2016–January 31, 2017)
ADSMs have no prescription drug costs when using a military pharmacy, TRICARE Pharmacy Home Delivery, or a TRICARE retail network pharmacy. Costs for all others are shown
below. At TRICARE retail network and non-network pharmacies, you may receive up to a 30-day supply of your prescription. With all other pharmacy options, you may receive up to
a 90-day supply. Your options for ﬁlling your prescription depend on the type of drug your provider prescribes. Some drugs are only covered through TRICARE Pharmacy Home Delivery.
To learn more, visit www.express-scripts.com/TRICARE or call Express Scripts, Inc., which administers the TRICARE pharmacy beneﬁt, at 1-877-363-1303.
Pharmacy types
Military pharmacy
TRICARE Pharmacy Home Delivery
(overseas, some limitations may apply)
TRICARE retail network pharmacy
Non-network pharmacy
(in the United States and U.S. territories:
American Samoa, Guam, the Northern
Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, and the
U.S. Virgin Islands)
Non-network pharmacies overseas
(host nation pharmacies outside the
United States and U.S. territories)

Non-formulary (Tier 3) drug costs

Formulary drug costs
Generic (Tier 1)
$0

Brand name (Tier 2)
$0

Not available

$0

$20

$49

$10

$24

Visit www.tricare.mil/costs

TRICARE Prime options: 50% cost-share applies after point-of-service (POS) deductible is met
All other beneﬁciaries: Visit www.tricare.mil/costs

TRICARE Prime options: 50% cost-share
applies after the POS deductible is met
All other beneﬁciaries: Visit www.tricare.mil/costs

ADSMs and ADFMs using TOP Prime or TOP Prime Remote: $0 (may pay the full cost up front and ﬁle a claim for reimbursement)
ADFMs using TOP Standard and TRS Members: 20% cost-share after deductible is met
Retirees, their families, and all others using TOP Standard and TRR members: 25% cost-share after deductible is met

TRICARE Dental Program and TRICARE Retiree Dental Program Costs
TRICARE Dental Program Monthly Premiums (February 1, 2016–January 31, 2017)
Sponsor status

Sponsor-only premium

Single premium (one family member,
not the sponsor)

Family premium (more than one family
member, not the sponsor)

Active duty

N/A

$11.68

$34.68

N/A

Selected Reserve

$11.68

$29.19

$87.59

$99.27

Individual Ready Reserve

$29.19

$29.19

$87.59

$116.78

Sponsor-and-family premium

TRICARE Retiree Dental Program Monthly Premiums (January 1–December 31)
Visit www.trdp.org to view premium rates for your region.
Type of service
Diagnostic, preventive (except sealants)
Sealants, basic restorative

TRICARE Dental Program (TDP)
0%

TRICARE Retiree Dental Program (TRDP)
0%

20%

20%

Endodontic, periodontic, oral surgery

Pay grades E-1 through E-4: 30%; All others: 40%

40%

Prosthodontic, implant, orthodontic

50%

50%

Annual deductible

$0

$50 per person, per enrollment year; $150 cap per family

The TDP and TRDP both have an annual maximum of $1,300 per person, per enrollment year for non-orthodontic services (payments for certain diagnostic and preventive services are
not applied); an orthodontic lifetime maximum of $1,750 per person, per lifetime (orthodontic diagnostic services are applied to the $1,300 annual maximum); and a dental accident
maximum of $1,200 per person, per enrollment year.
TRICARE is a registered trademark of the Department of Defense, Defense Health Agency. All rights reserved. This product is not all-inclusive. For additional information, please visit www.tricare.mil/costs.

BR9141BET11154

Costs for Dental Care
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the government because, in theory and
practice, a China is a communist police
state, so it is embarrassing, and scary, when
all that power proves incapable of keeping
workers in line and on the job.

China still loses

China
Looking for allies
India has seen less aggression by Chinese troops on its northern border but
knows that is only temporary, so India
found some allies among the nations bordering the South China Sea to deal with
China. The new Chinese-built islands have
sped up the creation of alliances, with distant and powerful nations. All this is an effort to assemble military and diplomatic
support to oppose an increasingly aggressive China. Much to China’s dismay, such
an alliance has formed and grown stronger
in 2015.

People’s Armed Police
The Chinese government is well prepared to deal with public demonstrations,
using its nearly two million-strong national
police force, the People’s Armed Police
(PAP). The line between the armed forces
and the police is sometimes blurred, especially when it comes to paramilitary outfits
like the PAP. Nearly a third of PAP personnel exist to take care of emergencies, and
they tend to be kept busy with the thousands of demonstrations and “labor actions” that occur each year.

Loses control over labor
Despite millions of police, even more
paid informers and several large censorship bureaucracies, China has not been
able to keep people from protesting. The
most embarrassing example of this is
protests resulting from rapidly growing
labor problems, where workers want more
money and job security. Independent labor
unions are illegal in China and workers
have been creative in finding ways around
that restriction to make their point. China
does have government-controlled labor
unions but these are intended to keep
workers in line and prevent strikes, unless
the government wants them.

Labor revolt
None of China’s angry workers want to
risk jail by openly participating in what the
government could call “illegal union activities,” so there have been more and more
“spontaneous” and “leaderless” work stoppages and walkouts. In some cases, workers will threaten management, without
using a representative or “workers’ committee” to deliver the threat. This concerns

Chinese workers use cell phones and the
Internet in creative ways, getting around
government electronic surveillance to keep
workers, informed and maintain morale.
Even so, there are often repercussions and
strike leaders are sought more aggressively
and punished. Efforts to block use of cell
phones and the Internet to support forbidden activities such as strikes will accelerate, but despite this additional effort, the
state security agencies still tend to come up
empty.

China’s golden grip
China spends billions of dollars a year
controlling Internet use with their Golden
Shield Project. Similar, but far less successful, efforts have been made to control
cell phone users as they find ways around
censorship, especially computerized systems that check texting for forbidden or
suspicious words. Shutting down cell
phone networks is successful, but it also
forces the government to rely on far less
effective military communications, so cell
phone shutdowns are only practical for
short periods.

France
Be aware
France warned its citizens who were
visiting Burkina Faso to stay away from
areas near the Mali border because it was
believed groups of Islamic terrorists from
Mali were operating there and seeking to
kidnap foreigners for multi-million dollar
ransoms. Islamic terrorists in Burkina Faso
have kidnapped several foreigners since
2001.

India
Piracy still a problem
Pirates in southern Nigeria released five
Indian sailors they had taken from a ship
offshore on 11 Dec 15, though it was unclear if ransom was paid. Piracy remains a
problem, although off Nigeria it means pirates sneaking onto big ships at night,
stealing portable items of value and perhaps taking a few key personnel to hold for
ransom.

Iran
Afraid of Iran
Even if Iran met all the treaty conditions, lifting sanctions will not dramatically
change economic conditions in Iran. International economists believe that if all goes
according to plan, 2016 GDP growth will
be less than 1%. The big problem is not
sanctions, but the continued low oil prices,
which, at the end of 2015, had declined

over 70% since 2013. This is all the work
of Saudi Arabia, and Iran has to put up
with it, for now. Most Iranians despise
Arabs and see Saudi Arabia as foolish for
angering its powerful neighbors. But the
Arabs are, with much justification, afraid
of Iran.

Losing in Yemen
Iran is suffering a rare defeat in Yemen.
The UN-hosted peace talks brought no
peace and both sides continue fighting.
Nevertheless, this conflict appears to be
ending without addressing the corruption
and bad government that have made the
nation a bloody mess. The rebels are losing
and Iran is doing all it can, without much
success, to get another ceasefire.

Steer clear of Somalia
Two Iranian fishermen were killed
when Somali pirates off the Somali coast
attacked their boat. The Iranians were
armed and fought back and repulsed the pirates. Somali pirates are still holding two
other Iranian fishing boats and their crews.
Iran has advised its oceangoing fishing
boats to stay away from Somalia.

Islam
Islamic terrorism
Terrorism gets a lot of headlines because
it kills many people in horrific and often
unexpected ways. Yet, since 2000, there
have been about 12,000 terrorism-related
deaths a year, while there were about a million deaths a year from automobile accidents. We accept automobile-related
deaths as a cost of living in a more affluent
society, while terrorism causes alarm.
Moreover, with 62% of terrorism deaths
carried out by identifiable groups, over a
third are the work of unknown groups or
individuals. Over 90% of the terrorism
deaths committed by known groups are the
work of Islamic groups; the rest are leftist
rebels, usually representing some form of
extreme communism.

New allies
After initially avoiding the Islamic
State’s targets in Syria, Russia has
switched its air power from attacking Syrian rebels to IS. The switch came in November when Russia realized that it was
indeed, as IS claimed, a terrorist bomb that
brought down a Russian airliner over
Egypt on 31 October. Then came the Paris
attack on 13 November and, suddenly,
France and Russia were allies in Syria and
going after ISIL targets together. France is
now using similar ROEs as Russia against
IS targets and ignoring the use of human
shields.

Israel
Heavy losses
Israeli intelligence believes that over
30% of Hezbollah’s 20,000 trained fighters
have been killed or wounded in Syria so

far. Hezbollah is there at the request of
Iran, which helped create Hezbollah in
order to protect the Shia minority in
Lebanon during the 1980s and continued
sustaining the group with cash, weapons,
technical assistance and intense hatred of
Israel. The heavy losses in Syria were unpopular with Lebanese Shia and Hezbollah
pulled most of its forces back to the
Lebanon border and concentrated on keeping Islamic terrorists out of Lebanon.

Japan
Formed military ties
Recently Japan and India formed military ties directed at Chinese aggression
while Taiwan, Australia, Japan and Indonesia all created new military agreements with each other. The growth of this
alliance has encouraged a reluctant United
States to become more involved and aggressive in defying Chinese claims. China
set out to create an empire in the South
China Sea but has also generated a rapidly
growing and aggressive anti-Chinese military alliance. As the old warning goes, be
careful what you ask for.

Desperate to escape
Japanese coast guard patrols have found
16 North Korean fishing boats drifting off
the coast, most containing decomposing
bodies. One theory is that the boats contain
fishermen who, desperate to fill new quotas, went out too far, ran out of fuel and,
without radio, were unable to call for rescue. Another theory is that they were defectors who underestimated ‘ how much
fuel it would take to reach Japan or suffered engine failure. The truth may be a
combination of both, but what is certain is
that for many North Koreans, life is getting
worse and these people are desperate to escape.

Libya
Most active site
In the grand scheme of things, Libya is
the ninth most active site of Islamic terrorism. In 2015, Iraq and Afghanistan were
the first- and second-most violent, with
Nigeria third, followed by Pakistan and
Syria. The other most terrorized nations in
Africa were Somalia at eighth place and
Libya in ninth.

Mali
Corruption & terrorism
Mali limped into the New Year, still
beset by corruption and Islamic terrorism.
Corruption is the larger problem and is less
easily solved. Islamic terrorism is one of
the side effects of the corruption, but is less
widespread and does a lot less damage.
However, it’s the Islamic terrorists who
make headlines more often than the corruption, even though most of the economic, political and social problems are
caused by corruption.
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members are largely Sunni and some nations Iran, Syria and Iraq are not welcome
because the Sunni Gulf States led by Saudi
Arabia are at war with Iran, which considers Syria and Iraq allies. Pakistan has not
announced exactly what it would do as part
of this new coalition but did make it clear
it will not take part in any operations
against Iran or Syria.

N. Korea
Make it work

Mexico
Jailbreak
Investigators in Mexico reported that
Sinaloa cartel leader Joaquin Guzman
spent a lot of money to escape from Altiplano 1 prison in July 2015, but just how
much isn’t yet known. The federal Attorney General’s office has arrested more than
30 people and all have admitted they were
paid extremely well. The jailbreak scheme
included digging a nearly mile-long tunnel
to a point underneath Guzman’s prison
cell. Best estimates now believe the breakout cost five million dollars or more.
Mexican attorney jailed
An American court sentenced a Mexican attorney to 17 years in prison for
crimes related to drug trafficking for the
Sinaloa cartel. The attorney was part of a
network operating out of Europe and
Colombia as well as Mexico. The attorney
often posed as a financial planner who had
ties to Sinaloa cartel chief Joaquin Guzman and helped launder money for the cartel, as well as operate fake shell companies.

Muslim
Terrorism in the West
The resistance in the West to accept
Muslim refugees is based on the belief that
the number of Islamic terrorists in the West
will increase. That has already been
proven, but not because Islamic terrorists
are trying to get into the West by pretending to be refugees; it’s worse than that. For
a decade, opinion polls of Muslims living
in the West indicated that, overall, they
were less enthusiastic about Islamic terrorism. Yet, despite opposing Islamic terrorism, about 10% believe suicide bombing,
and similar violence against civilians, can
be justified to defend Islam. Western Muslims report witnessing other Muslims expressing, or calling for, support of Islamic
radicalism.

Nigeria
Anti-terrorism coalition
Nigeria was asked to join a 34 Muslimnation anti-terrorism coalition organized
by Saudi Arabia, however, the nation with
the largest number of Muslims, India, was
apparently not invited to join. The current

At the end of 2015, the U.S. revealed
that it believed North Korea was continuing to work on the KN-08 Intercontinental
Ballistic Missile (ICBM) in an effort to
make it work. Getting this missile redesigned, reliable and ready for successful
testing is expensive, so this is a sign that
the North Koreas are serious about this
project. The KN-08 is meant to threaten
the United States, while the North Korean
nukes threaten all its neighbors.

Cancellation insulting
In December North Korea dispatched
diplomats to China to apologize for the
sudden cancellation of its Moranbong
Band performance. Kim created this allgirl pop band in 2012 and it is his favorite.
The band was to give a concert for Chinese
Communist Party officials so the cancellation was seen as particularly insulting.

Pakistan
Providing sanctuary
Pakistan ended 2015 declaring victory
over Islamic terrorists while neighboring
India and Afghanistan pointed out that
Pakistan still provides sanctuary for Islamic terrorists who concentrate attacks on
their countries. Despite ample evidence,
Pakistan denies this. The U.S. doesn’t believe Pakistan either, and fears that much
of the military aid provided to Pakistan for
counterterrorism work will end up on the
Indian border where Pakistan continues to
attack Indian border posts while insisting
the Indians shot first. The U.S. has added
additional conditions and monitoring requirements to future military aid and will,
as they have in the past, halt that aid if the
Pakistani generals do not comply.

Dead terrorists
Since beginning its anti-terrorist offensive in mid-2014, Pakistan has killed over
3,400 Islamic terrorists, while losing
nearly 500 troops. This was done with a
force of 180,000 troops, so the low casualty rate was good for morale. About 80%
of the Islamic terrorists died in 2014 and,
by early 2015, most had fled North
Waziristan. During those 18 months, over
800 hideouts and bases were discovered
and destroyed, mainly in North Waziristan
and adjacent areas. Based on intelligence
captured at these sites, security forces
made over 13,000 raids, during which an-

other 183 terrorists were killed and over
21,000 suspects arrested.

Palestinian
Not terrorism
Palestinian leaders are declaring their
current campaign of “lone wolf” attacks on
Israelis a success, even as they explain to
the world that it is not terrorism. The official Palestinian line is that this was a spontaneous outbreak of violence against
Israelis. This is odd since these same Palestinian officials constantly appear on Palestinian media urging Palestinians to keep up
and intensify the attacks.

Self-destructive
Palestinian leaders in the West Bank and
Gaza, while bitter rivals, are both suffering
from declining support, especially financial, from Muslim nations. The Palestinians are seen by Arab supporters as being
self-destructive, unreliable and ungrateful.
The Palestinians hope that killing more Israelis will change that, but this is not working. Arab Gulf states are improving their
relations with Israel mainly because the
Arabs need powerful local allies to deal
with the Islamic State and Iran.

Russia
Rebuilding the fleet
Despite the current financial crisis, Russia, insists that it is proceeding with plans
to rebuild its aging and largely obsolete
surface fleet and plans include a new, nuclear-powered aircraft carrier. Design work
has begun on a new class of 12 destroyers
to replace Cold War-era ships that barely
remain in service. Russia is already building new frigates and corvettes, mainly for
export but also for the Russian Navy.

Changing targets
Since the middle of November, Russian
aircraft have been hitting over 100 targets
a day, concentrating on IS finances. That
means hitting the oil production and smuggling operations. The American-led coalition had also been attacking these oil
targets, but under the much more restrictive ROE and, despite a year of effort, had
not hurt the oil income substantially.

Largest food donor
Without much fanfare in 2015, Russia
replaced China as the largest food donor to
North Korea. China has been cutting aid in
an increasingly desperate effort to halt the
North Korean nuclear weapons program.
Russia does not care about that and has
been making more economic deals with
North Korea than ever before. The latest
agreements allow Russia to set up chains
of stores, fast food outlets and local taxi
services.

Coordinated air ops
Russia and France have agreed to coordinate air operations in Syria. Russia has
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similar deals with the United States and Israel but the French arrangement goes farther than just avoiding friendly fire and
collisions. Any closer cooperation with
France will be difficult because France still
opposes Russian aggression in Ukraine
and the Russian insistence that IS is all an
invention of the United States. This is Cold
War-type propaganda as is the Russian accusations that NATO and the United States
are plotting to conquer Russia.

Somalia
Pirates
Somali pirates don’t get as large a ransom for fishing ships as they do for larger
cargo and tanker ships but, for the last few
years, these trawlers and slow coastal
freighters are all the pirates can get. The
Iranian ships are coastal freezer trawlers,
which are often old and worth less than
half a million dollars each.

USA
Money launderer convicted
A federal court in Austin, Texas, convicted Mexican businessman Francisco
Colorado Cessa of laundering money for
Los Zetas cartel. This involved several
schemes, including buying and racing
American quarter horses. Prosecutors allege that some of the horse races were in
fact money-laundering operations.

Subs in service
Currently, the U.S. has 12 of the new,
7,700-ton Virginia-class SSNs in service,
five under construction and 31 more
planned. The mainstay of the American
submarine force is still the 6,100-ton Los
Angeles-class SSN; 62 of these submarines were built, 39 of which remain in
frontline service, making it probably the
largest class of nuclear submarines that
will ever be built. The Seawolf class of nuclear attack submarines stopped at three,
from a planned class of 29. The 8,600-ton
Seawolf was designed as a super-submarine, designed to fight the Soviet Navy at
its height and it’s reportedly quieter going
40 kph than the Los Angeles class submarines are at pier side.

Dog tags updated
The u.s. Army finally agreed, after more
than a decade of growing complaints, to remove the social security number (SSN)
from the metal dog tags all military personnel must wear at all times. The SSN
was added in the 1970s, replacing the
unique ID number troops had been assigned on entering service, but, by the
1990s, complaints were growing that criminals could steal the SSN s and commit
fraud. In 2007 the military began studying
how to replace the SSN with a more secure
ID number.
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